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Midland Afghan Hound Club
Have You Noticed

Championship Show - Sunday 27th May 2007

The Lady Eastwood Pavilion, Newark Showground, Newark, Notts.
Dogs: Tony Cleak ; Bitches: Mick Griffin (Lazakhan)
KC Stewards Seminar - Sunday 8th July 2007

Risley Village Memorial Hall (close to J25 M1)
KC Accredited Trainer - Peter Bakewell

Open Show - Sunday 16th September 2007

Tomlinson’s Boarding Kennels, Markfield, Leicestershire.
Dogs & Bitches: Nicola Mulvale (Azymuth)
Film Day - Sunday 14th October 2007

Risley Village Memorial Hall (close to J25 M1)
Ian & Mary Fisher (Ifmaraf )
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Ed Says ...

Although this issue of ‘The Afghan Ticket’ is appearing several
months later than planned, I hope you will agree it has been
well worth the wait.
Special thanks must go to Masha Shaverneva who offered to
help out and took on the majority of the advertisements. She
has done a brilliant job and I am delighted that Masha has
now joined the Committee to help out with the magazine. We
anticipate that next year’s issue will be even better!
I am also grateful to Martine Falke for producing not one,
but two cover designs for this issue. Unfortunately the
snowman did not really seem appropriate for publication in
April, so Martine quickly came up with a new idea! One or
two advertisers also took the opportunity to update their show
successes since their adverts were originally placed.
There are a wide range of articles in the magazine and I’m sure
there will be something for everyone. I am most grateful to
everyone who provided copy. Do let them know if you enjoyed
reading their articles - it makes it so much more worthwhile
when contributors receive feedback.

Photographs are never easy to reproduce and I have done my
best to lighten the images throughout the magazine. However,
you will find all of the show photographs in full colour on the
Midland’s website (www.mahc.co.uk).
Next year we are planning to issue the magazine at our special
Championship Show. This means you will need to submit
copy before Crufts, so please bear us in mind when you are
taking those ‘Yearbook’ photographs.
Finally, I would like to thank Michelle for her understanding
whilst I have been struggling to pull the magazine together
and for all her hard work during the past year in ensuring the
Club goes from strength to strength.
John Bloor
P.S. Copy is required for the next edition of ‘The Afghan Ticket’ by
the end of February 2008

Copyright Reserved

The views expressed in ‘The Afghan Ticket’ are not
necessarily those of the Midland Afghan Hound Club.

Sec Says...

Firstly, I would like to extend my sincere thanks to all the hard
working Officers and Committee
for their tireless and enthusiastic efforts to help bring about a
significant change in the fortunes of
the Club. 2006 was a very busy and
successful year in which we offered
3 shows and 3 training events.
Our membership fees and entries
fees have remained comparatively
low, but as a result of increased show
entries and rising memberships
(266 for 2006), the Club was able to
Photo: D Paton
substantially recover from losses sustained over several years.
The Committee will continue to look for savings wherever
possible and we are indebted to John for drastically reducing
production costs of the magazine by publishing and printing
in-house and Mick and June for allowing the Committee to
use their home for meetings and for providing catering and
refreshments, without charge.
The last edition of ‘The Afghan Ticket’ was another resounding
success and copies were circulated in this country and abroad.
I know a copy did the rounds in South Africa and came home
well thumbed. Since our AGM this year, we are delighted
that Masha has joined the Committee to work with John to
produce the magazine. John is finding his spare time limited
due to increased work commitments, so having Masha on
hand to offer her substantial IT and photographic expertise
is a real bonus.
Our events and shows for 2006 were as follows:
February Breed Seminar (Susan Rhodes)
50 attended
March
Open Show/AGM
85 exhibits
March
KC Hands-on (Christina Chapman) 14 passed
May
Championship Show
182 exhibits
September Open Show		
84 exhibits
October Exam Day		
5 passed
(continued on page 4)
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Club News
Sec Says... (cont.)
The 2006 AGM saw no changes to the Committee and the
position of Vice-President remained vacant, as a mark of
respect to Liz O’Connor-Thomas. Later in the year we were
very sorry to lose the services of Richard Kirkham who chose
to retire for health reasons. However, we were fortunate to
co-opt Byron Etherington, who is a very welcome addition to
the Committee.
Several changes took place at this year’s AGM and we were
sorry to lose Shirley Adams and Tina Cullen, who had both
chosen to retire due to increased personal commitments. As a
token of appreciation for their commitment and hard work,
they received a surprise presentation. In addition, June was
presented with a beautiful basket of flowers as a ‘thank you’
for so generously offering her hospitality throughout the year.
Besides Masha, Sue Oakley was elected to the Committee and
we are delighted that she has kindly agreed to become our new
Trophy Steward. Byron Etherington became Treasurer, having
a sound financial background and Lynne Newton became a
worthy Vice-President after 15 years of loyal service to the
Club. John became Chairman having worked tirelessly for the
Club for 13 years and Mick Griffin moved to Vice-Chairman
and will take over as Show Manager after the Championship
Show.
Following the Committee’s decision not to have a Crufts’
table this year due to increased KC charges of £160 and with
Tina leaving, it was agreed to close down the Club Table in
its present format. However, we still intend to sell Christmas
cards throughout the year and small items and copies of the
Afghan Ticket will be on sale from the Secretary’s table.
The Committee recently spent time bringing the constitutional
Club Rules up to date to incorporate current practice and KC
requirements and Members at the AGM approved all the
proposed amendments. Once approved by the KC, copies will
be available to all Members via the website and from Nicola
Mulvale, our Membership Secretary, or myself.
Judges’ contact details have also been revised, so please don’t
forget to let Breed Clubs, Breed Council and the KC know
if your contact details change, or if you wish to move up or
be removed from any Judges’ List. We welcome applications
from prospective and experienced judges and our Judges’ Sub
Committee ( JSC) has recently revised each judging criteria.
Please check out our website www.mahc.co.uk to see the latest
criteria, or I will be pleased to send details through the post.
Our Judges’ Lists run from 1st April to 31st March each year
and once approved by the Kennel Club, they are circulated
to Secretaries in the Midland’s area. If a Judge is selected
from one of our Lists and the society offers at least 4 classes,
the MAHC will offer £5 sponsorship for Best of Breed to
promote Afghan classes and encourage entries.
Members will soon receive ballot papers to select the 2009
Judges and voting rights are given to each ‘fully paid up’
Member. ‘The Midland Afghan Hound Club’ is the only Club
to run a two-tier ballot system for its Championship Show.
In conclusion, I would like to offer my sincere thanks to
everyone who has supported the Club and helped us out
over the previous year and especially people who brought
their dogs along for our training days and exam day. So many
people have helped ‘behind the scenes’ to make our events a
success and offered help and support in one form or another.

I would particularly like to thank the Championship Show
judges who offered their time and expertise for our Seminar
and Exam Day to help and support enthusiasts in pursuit of
their hobby.
With 3 shows, a KC Seminar and a Film Presentation Day
planned for this year, we look forward to offering a warm
welcome to everyone joining us at our shows and events in
2007.
Remember – ‘THE MIDLAND’ GIVES YOU MORE!
Michelle Bloor

Chairman’s Report for 2006

2006 started with our magazine and
John had again done a wonderful job
as Editor, I am sure you will agree.
The Club has had an excellent year
and seen a rise in members, which
is a good sign. Hopefully, you all are
benefiting from our various events.
These included a well attended Breed
Lecture presented by Susan Rhodes.
Both our Open Shows had excellent
entries. the March Show proving
popular for people to take the KC Conformation and
Movement Hands-on Assessment.
We had a lovely Championship Show in May with all the
judging taking place outside again. Lots of people attending
with a good atmosphere, and yes, the ‘Boozy Duck’ will be
back next year. Do come and try your luck!
We rounded off the year with a Judges’ Examination Day with
5 successful candidates.
I would like to thank the Committee for working hard once
again to make sure all these events are in place for everyone
to enjoy.
We look forward to your continued support, and hope to see
you all in a very happy and healthy 2007.
Lynne Newton

Ballot Results for 2008

Championship Show
Joint 1st - Terry Wilcox - Alaqadar (Australia) Dogs
Joint 1st - Espen Engh - Jets (Norway)
(Declined - prior appointment)
2nd - Goran Bodegard - (Sweden) Bitches
Open Show 2008
1st - Shirley Adams ( Jhansi) Bitches - March Show
2nd - Brian McPhillips (Dargai) Dogs - March Show
3rd - Derek Keates (Hadassah) Dogs - September Show
4th - Gerry Darnley (Ghinja) - Declined
5th - Maggie Morton (Shenshah) - Bitches - September
Show
The 2009 ballot will be sent out shortly, once our Annual
Returns (including Judges’ Lists) have received KC approval.



Club News
Missing Trophies

Could you please check your shelves to see if you have any
of the following trophies and, if so, please return them to our
new Trophy Steward, Sue Oakley.
March Open Show

Minor Puppy Dog - Fairport Cup

Yearling Dog - Aukhayyam & Shazell Trophy

Limit Dog - Ch. Sacheverell Zorro of Zarzakos Shield
Minor Puppy Bitch - Jalhar Bowl
Junior Bitch - Tarril Trophy

Graduate Bitch - Zaracca Minehaha Cup
Limit Bitch - Khinjan Black Orchid Cup
Best Dog - Mystique of Bondor Cup
Best Puppy Bitch - Toyah Trophy
Championship Show

Maiden Dog - Zharook Trophy

Undergraduate Dog - Gintonic Trophy
Yearling Bitch - Kharijiti Trophy

Novice Bitch - Jorchants Tankard

Mid Limit Bitch - Khodavan Shield
September Open Show

Minor Puppy Dog - Kindjara Trophy

Junior Dog - Severdene Scipio Trophy
Maiden Dog - Niemar Trophy

Graduate Dog - Shimalma Rose Bowl
Best In Show - Enid Eccles Salver

Best Dog - Harlextan The Rifleman Trophy

Res. Best Dog - Saxonmill Rumpleteaser Trophy

Calling all Judges
The Club has recently updated its Judging Lists. However,
if you would like to be considered for inclusion/progression
on next year’s lists, please complete an application form and
send it with supporting evidence to the Secretary, Michelle
Bloor. The Judges’ Sub Committee will then consider
your application. As can be seen from the table below, we
particularly need fresh faces on the Junior lists.

Effective stewarding is essential to the smooth running of
successful dog shows. It is therefore important to support
the contribution of existing Ring Stewards and identify and
encourage new stewards.
This seminar is designed for those who are about to try
stewarding for the first time and those who are currently
stewarding who have not yet had the opportunity to attend a
Ring Stewarding seminar and update themselves on current
Kennel Club Best Practice for Ring Stewarding.
The seminar aims to discuss, in detail, the duties and responsibilities of Stewards at Kennel Club (Show) licensed
events. It covers relevant Kennel Club requirements and
includes practical hints gathered from those who have a
wide experience of stewarding. This seminar is presented by
Kennel Club Accredited Trainers. Delegates will receive an
Attendance Certificate on completion of the seminar.
The topics covered are:
• Authority, responsibilities and duties
• Types of show
• Regulations
• On arrival at the show
• Before judging commences
• During judging
• After judging
• Equipment
If you enjoy showing, you may wish to try stewarding at a
future MAHC show, either for learning more about ring
procedure and building up your experience, or with a view to
start judging in the future.
You may find the day interesting and it will help you on your
way to becoming a Judge.
KC Accredited Trainer Peter Bakewell will be joining us for
a Ring Stewards’ Seminar on Sunday 8th July 2007 at Risley
Village Hall (close to J25 M1). The cost will be £12.50.
Please contact Secretary, Michelle Bloor if you would like to
book a place at the Seminar or if you would like to offer your
services as a Steward at one of our shows.

Did you know?

The MAHC Judges’ Criteria and application form
are available on our website
www.mahc.co.uk

A1 List

A2 List

A3 List

B List

C List

Total

Breed Specialist

171

5

11

16

13

216

Total

184

5

13

17

18

237

Non Breed Specialist


Ring Stewarding Seminar - Sunday 8th July 2007
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Mick & June Grifﬁn

Club News
Special Championship Show Catalogues for 2007 & 2008

This year, for the first time, we will be producing an extra
special A4 sized catalogue for our Championship Show.

Exhibitors are asked to provide a 3-generation pedigree,

ue

which will appear in the catalogue and will enable spectators
to compare exhibit’s pedigrees from the ringside.

og

The catalogue is bound to become a collector’s item, so don’t
forget to order your copy in advance, as there will be limited

tal

availability on the day. You can book a full page colour

The Kennel Club has produced a
series of articles to give readers a
greater insight into the many areas
in which it is working. You will
find a few of these articles elsewhere in the magazine.
If anyone would like more information on any of these
matters please contact Julie Pengelly, The Kennel Club
PR Assistant on 0207 518 1008 or email jpengelly@thekennel-club.org.uk, who will put you through to the relevant
department.

le

The Kennel Club

mp

look, taken from another breed’s catalogue.

Sa

Pictured to the right is an example of how the new catalogue will

Ca

advertisement in the catalogue for only £15.00

Points Trophy Winner 2006

Club Secretary, Michelle Bloor presents the Ginger Lace Memorial Trophy
at Bath Championship Show to Jackie Buttle,
won by Ch. Bondor Twelth Night (pictured to the right)
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MAHC Open Show
SANDIACRE FRIESLAND SPORTS CENTRE, SANDIACRE, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
SUNDAY 19 MARCH 2006
JUDGES: DOGS - GERRY DARNLEY (GHINJA): : BITCHES - JO SMITH (ZHAQQARI)
85 exhibits + 5 NFC making 110 entries
VD Milligan-Bott & Bott’s Kaskarak Hot Shot at Thendara
MPD Allitt’s Damosil Sakara Gold of Jascarah
PD Allitt’s Damosil Sakara Gold of Jascarah
JD Hunn’s Andizhan Arcturus
YD Hunn’s Andizhan Arcturus
MD No Entries
ND Hunn’s Andizhan Arcturus
UGD Hunn’s Andizhan Arcturus
GD Stenhouse, Bettridge & De-Meijer’s Thuja All In The Game
JW (Imp)
PGD Kidd’s Freecloud Bellaggio
LD Gill & Marshall’s Miamarna Motivator JW
OD Aspinall’s Tulak The Fugitive

VB Keates’ Izmar Sokitoem at Hadassah
MPB Ferguson’s Birkhall Serendipity
PB Newton’s Drishaun Daisymae at Shimalma
JB Andrew’s Andizhan Alexandrinah
YB Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset JW
MB Horton’s Lezarah Lulu at Kulute
NB Horton’s Lezarah Lulu at Kulute
UGB Deen’s Jahera Angel Of Mine
GB Bettany & Daly’s Saxonmill Star Realta
PGB Edwards & Appleby’s Saxonmill Star Style
LB John’s Gold ‘N’ Copper Show Your Colours at Herat
OB Weston’s Khamis With Attitude at Sanstas

Best Bitch & Best in Show - Saxonmill Star Style
Best Dog & Reserve Best in Show - Thuja All In The Game JW (imp)
Best Opposite Sex in Show - Thuja All In The Game JW (imp)
Reserve Best Dog - Tulak The Fugitive
Reserve Best Bitch - Saxonmill Star Realta
Best Puppy in Show - Damosil Sakara Gold of Jascarah
Best Opposite Sex Puppy- Birkhall Serendipity
Best Veteran in Show - Izmar Sokitoem at Hadassah
Photographs by John Bloor 01773 715054
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Best In Show: Saxonmill Star Style

MAHC Open Show

Reserve Puppy Bitch: Drishaun Daisymae at Shimalma
Best Dog & Reserve Best In Show: Thuja All In The Game JW (Imp)
Reserve Best Dog: Tulak The Fugitive

Best Veteran in Show: Izmar Sokitoem at Hadassah
Reserve Best Veteran In Show: Kaskarak Hot Shot at Thendara
Best Puppy In Show: Damosil Sakara Gold of Jascarah
Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Birkhall Serendipity

L-R: Best Junior Handler- Lucy Trethowan,
Judge - Tina Cullen, Reserve Best Junior Handler - Sarah McCann

Reserve Best Bitch: Saxonmill Star Realta
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TAMAREESHA
JODAK ASTRA COMICAL WITH TAMAREESHA
30/05/05

ESSENCE

Essence has had a very good start to her ﬁrst year in the ring, gaining many ﬁrsts at championship shows, best bitch and reserve best
in show at the N.E.A.H.S Open show, best puppy and reserve best
bitch at the A.H.C.S Open show. We thank all judges that have
thought so highly of Essence. Thanks also to Jo House breeder and
huge thanks to Julie Noble for everything she has done for us.
14

Wendy & Mick Westgarth

TAMAREESHA
JONECA SHEER POWER AMONG TAMAREESHA
26/06/04

TALIS

Talis has had many ﬁrsts, best of breeds and group placings at the shows he has
attended this year, but has left the majority of travelling and showing to his buddy
Essence and congratulates her on the success she has had to date.

Wendy & Mick Westgarth
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3/5/1992 - 18/7/2006
A TRIBUTE TO OUR DEAR FRIEND

He shared our lives for 14 wonderful
years and we are all the richer for the joy
and companionship that he gave us.
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Twenty Questions

Jillian Knight-Messenger
Have you always been interested in dogs? When did you
first become interested in Afghan Hounds? What attracted
you to them?

with us all his life, Ch. Rifka’s Tabaq D’rar, his sister being
Ch. Rifka’s Musqat D’rar, holder of the Bitch CC record for
many years. She won RBIS show at WELKS Champ show.
My Ch Mirsamir The Druid, co-owned with his breeder
Isobel Dyke won about 17 CCs and a RIS at Leicester all
breeds Championship Show. I am equally proud of the dogs I
imported. Ch Boxadan Junior Jumper, co-owned with Bob &
Anne Savage. Jumper had a successful influence on the breed
in the UK. Two Australian Afghans who gained their UK &
Australian titles, Ch Gengala Snap Shot who did very well
winning groups before
emigrating with her
co-owners the Curries.
Snap Shot, who was
also owned by Maria
Niedzwiedz, returned
to her native Oz, along
with the other import
Ch Gengala Fig Jam.
What
involvement
have you had with
other breeds? How
do they compare to
Afghans?

Living in London from an early age, I can remember being
taken to Bertram Mills’ Circus and going round to see dogs
that were part of the show. Then, from around 10 years old
onwards, attending a very dirty smelly dog show, Crufts at
Earls Court. As I recall, both shows were rather smelly.
I became interested in Afghan Hounds for no other reason than
having a Saturday
job in a famous Pet
shop near Baker
Street, followed by
a brief time at West
London Grooming
Parlour. The owner
had a couple of
show
poodles.
There I started to
read ‘Dog World’
and saw adverts for
kennel staff.
I applied for jobs
around the Home
Mother kept Black
Counties, ending
Cocker Spaniels as pets,
up at the Carloway
hence visiting Crufts.
Kennels
in
My father worked for
Caterham, Surrey.
the City of London
Little did I know
and we lived in a park,
it was one of, if not
Jillian handling Ch. Rifka’s Tabaq D’rar
so there was plenty of
the, top kennel for
Afghans and a quite successful breeder of Mini /Standard space for dogs to run. Also, for naughty, not too easy to catch
Long Haired Dachs at the time. Whilst waiting for owner ones there were forty open plan, completely fenced in tennis
Sheila Devitt-Gilleney to interview me, I looked out of the courts. We just unhooked the netting. Dad kept ex police
hall window and below me in a large run sat thirty Afghans of trained GSDs or cross GSDs, so had been used to obedient
all colours, except blue. One all-black bitch, with no fear of dog dogs. I then got involved in Afghans, followed by Japanese
or human, promptly started to bark at me and set the rest off. Shiba Inu, which my husband fell in love with. I own, show
I later discovered she was Champion Mandodari of Carloway. and breed them, importing a pair of Shiba Inu from Japan, the
A girl appeared, told them to be quiet, Mandy barked some male Ikikie, co-owned with Lesley & Alistair Currie, winning
more, and then silence. I was hooked, true Afghan character. the Utility Group at SWKA. My interest in Salukis comes
The girl was called Marilyn Willis, later to import top winning from travelling to shows, firstly with Don Wieden (Sedeki),
1960 Standard Poodle Eng & USA Ch Bibelot’s Tall Dark then Gloria Moss, both successful owner breeders in Salukis.
`N’ Handsome, whose influence can still be found in the breed Don’s dogs are known worldwide.
today. Marilyn left Carloway a few months later and went on When and how did you decide on your affix Abkas? Have
to show and make up an Afghan bred by Pauline Leyder, Ch you bred any litters, Afghans or otherwise?
Shere Khan of Tijah, who went BIS at LKA to prove there
My prefix Abbkas was not my first choice. That was taken from
was life after Carloway. Marilyn’s first love was art and she was
three choices. It sounded a bit Eastern, was easy to remember
an incredible pastel artist.
and at the beginning of the alphabet. Time was closing for
When and from whom did you acquire your first Afghan? the KC offer of £10 to compound it for life, so I accepted as
How many Afghans have you owned over the years and what I was never going to use a prefix that much. From Day One I
success have you had with them?
had no intention of ever being a big breeder. I’d seen ups and
The first Afghan to come to live with us was Rifka’s Ivor downs of breeding as a kennel maid and there was so much
heartache. Even today, one hears of folks ending up with a
Orronz, a b/cream son of Ch Rifka’s Tarquin of Carloway.
lot of dogs they can’t manage. During my kennel maid career,
Over the years I have owned or co-owned ten Afghans, five of
many a time I would often take an aversion to puppy buyers,
these becoming Champions. Not a huge amount. Any animal
so decided to mostly keep males and never more animals than
that comes into this house is for life, not until it stops winning.
my family could manage if I went away.
17
I handled the Rifka’s before and after their breeder Clair Race’s
early death at 42. One of the famous twin Champions lived

Twenty Questions

Jillian Knight-Messenger
When did you first become involved in the show scene?
What was it like to show dogs at that time? Was it easy for a
newcomer to become accepted?
Sheila Devitt took staff to the AHA, Crufts and the Southern
to help, as she most likely entered a lot of dogs. We took care
of the dogs on the benches and groomed them. We were
mostly expected just to sit by the benches in those days. It was
not the boom time yet, so benches were ringside with only one
ring. I started to get my eye in for different types of Afghans,
but didn’t expect any one except perhaps Carole Walkden or
Albert Munroe to talk to a new member of the breed, even
less to kennel staff. The big guns you called “Mrs Dods”, “Mrs
Taylor”. I can remember one new owner still around today
calling out “Clair, Clair, I have a bit for your ‘Our Dogs’ notes”.
Very unlike her, she turned around, blew smoke in his face and
said “I’m Clair to my family and friends, what can Mrs Race
do for you?”
While at Carloway I met a friend of Sheila’s, Douglas
Appleton, an International judge who would take time to look
at the dogs, speak to the staff and I learned a lot about dogs
in general from him. Construction, movement, condition, not
only in Afghans. Leaving Carloway, I was later approached
by Clair Race, who suffered with arthritis. Grooming was
getting hard for her, so I agreed to help part time, going most
weekends, attending local shows & when I managed to get
time away from work, mid-week major shows. Never again
for me (except my own dogs). Being a full time kennel maid
is a thankless, money less, job. In those days, Carole SturgeonWalkden ran a coach to shows. Travelling companions could
be Miss Willens, Bunty Bowers in Basenjis, Terry Thorn &
Don Wieden in Salukis, Jeff Crawford & Jean Blandford
in Wire Dachshunds & later Deerhounds, Reg Bassett in
Borzois, Allan Brooks, Peggy Barsta, Muriel Harrisson, Albert
Munroe, Dawn Sams, Clair, Carole and myself in Afghans.
We learned so much about other breeds on those trips. There
was only the M1 motorway and some of those trips were hairy,
I’ll tell you.
When you first became involved in the breed, what was
the typical number of Afghans kept by the most successful
kennels? How were they cared for? What was their exercise,
feeding and grooming regime?
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The breed was dominated by a handful: 1950 Westmill & early
1960 Eileen Snelling’s Khorrassan were fading out. So breed
domination was left to Bletchingley, Carloway, Homingsea,
Jagai, Khanabad, Rifka’s in the South, Khonistan in the
North-West, Tarril in the North-East, Moonswift in the
South-West, Taj Chaman in Scotland, Davlen & Takabbor in
the Midlands. These were all kennels that did boarding, bred
other breeds or grooming. In the case of Carloway, Davlen,
& Homingsea, to supplement the Afghans as there were very
few puppy sales. I well remember at Carloway in 1960 Sheila
getting excited when Marna & Clair came to look at a litter,
saying this was the second Afghan litter she had bred that
year and she had never done it before. It was so common in
those days if you had a litter for all the breeders if in your area
to drop by and see them, more often than not taking a puppy
or slightly older Afghan home to train or show, usually on
breeding terms.

You have to understand, during the sixties Alyshan, Bondor,
Izmars, Kalbikhan, Koolaba, Khinjan, Kharkhan, Mirzabad,
Mirsamir, Pooghan & Sacheverell, Sharazah, Shanshu, were
just establishing themselves and, like Rifka, with the exception
of Khinjan, Pooghan & Shanshu, these were not kennel
owners. Those dogs were the beginning of life of the UK
Afghan as we know it today, kept in the house or utility rooms,
road work exercising and living in most cases an urban life, not
vast kennels with unlimited land to run on whole litters if they
didn’t sell. That is why those breeders often went home with
an adult 18-month Afghan, or like with Marna study whole
litters if health issue came up. So for the most part, those major
breeder’s dogs did not get out much in society. Everything was
at home, just going to shows or perhaps if they had time for
puppies, lead training on the road, prior to their first show. No
Nottingham Training club, etc. Food wise, most fed cut up
cow stomach, raw unbleached tripe with hound meal, minced
beef for puppies and Ostermilk with baby Fairex to thicken it.
If, like Margaret Niblock, you ran a farm, scrambled eggs for
puppies and bitches in whelp. No dry food those days. It was
very hard and extremely smelly work cutting up tripe.
Who do you remember as the biggest ‘characters’ in the
breed and do you have any favourite reminiscences about
them?
A character at the top of the list must be Bill Kelly (Sherdill).
Everyone adored Bill. He was from Irish stock, not so
handsome, loved a drink. Dolly birds of the 60s would do all
his grooming. Sherdill grooming, you could write a whole story
on that alone. His family hated the dogs. Dennis McCarthy &
Wally Pede were both showmen through & through. Albert
Munroe always had time for the new person. Rev Father David
Ford, priest he might have been, but he had the best sense of
humour. Eric Swallow, the other half of the Bondor until he
emigrated to Australia, one of life’s gentle characters.
Favourite reminiscences, Dennis trained his dogs to jump on
the judge’s table after they had run up and down to impress.
Wally, way ahead of his time, kept his dogs on silver sand to
keep them clean and had more prize cards than Carloway,
Homingsea and Rifka put together. We went to Open and
Championship Shows. Wally went around all the village
Sanction, Limited, Charity shows, wining BIS non-stop.
Albert, then nearly in his seventies, born ahead of his time
wearing a Beatle denim cap, rarely at shows without his plastic
briefcase at weekends, accompanied by daughter Hazel, who
many thought was his wife. David given a priestly gift, a cane
with ivory handle inlaid with silver and his initials. He said
‘’Dam Fool, I said ‘Delightful Fellow’. Bill moved house, still
close to Alexandra Palace, then after the show at Aly Paly to
the bar for a goodly few pints. His Sherdill bitch would lead
him home, invariably returning to his old address. The new
owners frequently found Bill asleep in the porch, so put both
in a cab home.
Who was your biggest influence in the breed? How did
you meet them? What was the best piece of advice you ever
received about showing Afghans?
In the breed Marna Dods, Margaret Niblock, Clair Race &
Barbara Taylor; two non-Afghan, but connected breed judges
Douglas Appleton as I said and the great Bobby James (RM).

Twenty Questions

Jillian Knight-Messenger
Bobby who would say presentation and style is important for
both dog, handler and judge. If you look smart, it goes so far
to helping you win, even more so today. Your look gets judged
just like the dog. For example, two CC winners, both dogs
equally super breed type. One clean, smart handler, the other
in jeans & trackies. Guess who gets to represent the breed in
the Group! Douglas once told me that like all hobbyists, dog
folk are fickle. They remember the day you have a hissy fit
over not winning. Never the time you stopped when you saw
them broken down on the motorway and helped them with
their dogs, either to the to show or home, usually in appalling
weather! Douglas said when judging you should look the part.
They have taken time to present their dog and so must you.
Ring presence gives exhibitors the impression the judge knows
what they are about to do, even if at end of day exhibitors
realises they didn’t!
When did you take over as breed correspondent for ‘Dog
World’ and who preceded you? Why does ‘Dog World’ have
two breed correspondents in Afghan Hounds and has it
always been so?
I took over in late 1976, as the previous correspondent Marna
Dods died that summer. We have two correspondents for no
other reason than Afghans have a large show following.
What are your views on the training and examination of
judges? Do you think it has become too hard for the right
people to reach CC level in recent years?
I now live to regret being part of the formulation of the first
exams, etc. I feel we should have left well alone. I was not
required to, but I have taken both the AHA & Southern
exams. Today, intending judges must do the required Kennel
Club Conformation & Movement exams, etc.
I think about what we did now with some regret. Yes, the SAC
package was good, so many others breeds took it on board.
With hindsight it’s not harder now. I used to say my milkman
can judge and he could, he needed no requirements. OK, it
didn’t work, but you did watch the breed in the 50s, 60s and
70s. Today no-one seems to watch! Today’s exhibitors turn up
with their dog, put up their crate and from then until going
into the ring, and afterwards, chatting, eating, drinking by
their own or their friend’s bench/crate, paying no attention
to the judging once they’ve been in their class, or just being a
bad sport and pushing off home. It appears to me these days
that our ringsides look so empty, except for final judging. In
the past, people turned up to a show even if they were not
exhibiting, just to watch, learn and show support to the Club.
Judges seeing what’s being shown. One hopes the ringsider
must take something on board. The exhibitor has more
confidence in a judge studying type & movement and will
be prepared to show under them the next time they judge.
Yes, there will always be folk for reasons best kept to yourself
you will never go under, but you pays the money so have the
choice. I feel sure in the past those early breeder learnt so
much by visiting each other, looking at puppies, talking and
seeing adult dogs. They gained some knowledge, but it was
no way a case of just wanting to be a judge in 1960/70. You
waited 8/10 years before you even considered taken a judging
appointment and you waited to be invited, even then it might
only be for a Limited show. Never would you dare consider

asking for an appointment or worse, getting friend’s owners of
your stock to vote for you in club ballot. There was no quick
fix to award CCs in those days, not like today. The Editor asks
is it hard for the right people to award CCs today. “Ha, Ha”,
a sight easier if you ask me. One can only hazard a guess who
the people are that the Editor is referring to.
How many times have you awarded CCs? Which was the
most enjoyable show for you as a judge and what made it
special?
I have awarded Challenge Certificates to date 34 times. The
most enjoyable show is always the last one, when I have just
finished the critique. It is easier to list the ones I hate. Seriously,
Windsor in its heyday. My CC winner, Ch Sacheverell
Madam Zinnia was a clown, but a super bitch with lovely
flowing movement. Afghan Hound Club’s of Ireland, N & S
for great atmosphere. Crufts, held at Earls Court, the year my
choice of Afghan dog CC winner Ch Montravia Kaskarak
Hitari (Alfie ) won Supreme Best In Show. A great feeling,
certainly. You will remember your Crufts’ judging appointment
for life anyway, but Alfie’s win was gilt on gingerbread. You
only get to judge Crufts once, but it’s not the same now it’s
held at the NEC.
Judging Kelso in about 1970, my husband came with me,
enjoying a five-day break. It’s such a beautiful showground
and the whole Border area had wonderful Kelso weather
during the whole of our stay. In fact, Kelso at any time. Over
the years I had good wins there, so it has to be my all time
favourite show so long as the weather’s good.
Which shows do you enjoy the most and what do you like
about them? Do you think exhibitors should take a greater
interest in other breeds or the groups when attending shows?
What is to be gained from this?
My choice in the past would have been the Southern Champ
show at Pickets Lock. Not because it was easy for me to get
to, it was such a great show. They invariably got a huge entry,
there was a Christmas theme and a friendly atmosphere, tight
fit though it may have been. As a working committee member,
judge, exhibitor or spectator for whatever reason, I was there.
I loved that show.
Also in the past, Paignton, when we just walked from the show
through a hedge to the beach and the famous Afghan picnic.
Crufts, showing two breeds means I am usually there for
two or more days. I always watch the Crufts final evening
events with Isobel & Bob Dyke, Brian & Brenda Kennedy,
Christobel Holmes, members of my family, all sitting together.
Until 2005, Rene Fairly would always be with us.
As an Afghan owner/exhibitor, I was very fond of the SWKA
show at Crick. I now enjoy the new venue at Chepstow, even
more, again easy to reach, plenty of space and close facilities
helps, of course. I do believe in watching. Gaining even by
stewarding gains an interest in other breeds. Watching the
Group judging, again supporting the show or friends, then
talking to ringsiders. You learn more and it helps with getting
an eye you pick your choice for the group. Will it match the
judge’s choice? The learning zone once again.
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Twenty Questions

Jillian Knight-Messenger
What changes have you seen in the breed since you
became involved? Do you think the breed has improved or
deteriorated and in which aspects?
Too many changes! It goes with the flow, dog shows in general
have changed so much in the past 25 years. There were very
good then and there are some very good today. What is a
worry is faults creeping in. We are seeing again light, round
eyes, short legs, bad shoulders, losing front extension on the
move, pacing in not just puppies but mature dogs, ringed &
naturally sparsely feathered tails. But a main worry to me is
people who are breeding monorchid or cryptorchid puppies,
not just as a one-off. This must be stamped out, From 1950
to 1990, one might hear once a year or so of monorchids, but
never cryptorchids. Health issues must be addressed at all
levels before it’s too late. People have got to get their heads
out of the sand. If you have bred a dog with a health issue,
stand up and be counted. If a dog dies, a post-mortem should
be done for the sake of the rest of the litter.
What do you think are the most important breed characteristics of the Afghan Hound and which are at most risk of
being lost? What can we do about this?
That only Afghan thing, to look at and through you, ringed
tail, natural coat & size. Afghan owner/breeders must take
in the fact that way before quarantine ended, the flood gates
seemed to open to imported Afghans at what seemed to me
the speed of light from 1980, most previously unseen by their
new UK owners. You would not buy a car without a viewing
and a test run. The Breed Standard worldwide was the subject
I was asked to speak on at the Second Afghan Congress in San
Diego. I brought to the audience’s attention the fact that the
UK Kennel Club’s, FCI, & Australian Standard’s are not the
same. Factual differences occur in the Standard issued by the
American Kennel Club used throughout the America North
/South and Canada. A ringed tail is not required and there is
a height differential. As far as coat goes, apart from most of
England, coat pattern is artificially enhanced worldwide these
days.
If you could select one dog and one bitch from any era that
in your view was most typical of the breed standard, which
would you choose and why? Do you think they would win in
the show ring today?
I select only from dogs I have known in the British Isles. This
is difficult question as there have been a number more bitches
than dogs. My choice of dog is Ch Sacheverell Zukwala and,
sorry, two bitches hard to separate, Ch. Amudarya Khala and
Ch. Khinjan Angelique at Sharazah. All three would give
today’s modern look Afghans a run for Challenge Certificates
& BOB.
Which do you feel have been the most influential Afghans
in the UK and why? Can you still see their influence in
the ring today and do you think it will be seen in future
generations?
One stands out above the rest, Ch. Amudarya Shalar.
Whatever the different pedigree and look the bitch that
Shalar was mated to, the progeny all looked so alike. Shalar
still holds the breed record for top sire. He produced classic
heads, a balanced throughout breed type and, for most part,

correct coat pattern. This carried on with his progeny, such as
Ch. Karnak Shamrock, who in turn became a successful sire.
Ch. Sacheverell Zukwala also produced type that won in the
ring. Ch. Moonswift Moonraker and his son Ch. Moonswift
Moonglade were great producers of breed type, sound dogs,
though sadly at times their progeny’s temperaments were not
so bold or steady in the ring. More recently, Eng. Ch. Tragband
Finnigan (Finnish breeding), USA import Am. Can. Ch.
Trinity Backdraft Paladin to Freecloud, Danish import Ch.
Boxadan Gives Us A Break. The influence of these recent ones
is still seen in Afghans in the ring today.
Do you agree that the breed in the UK is currently in a
transitional phase? Have we seen anything like this before?
Where do you think we can go from here?
Without a doubt, particularly at this point in time. Personally,
I saw changes from when Sheila Devitt-Gilleney & Clair
Race brought in Crown Crest Zardeeka & Eng. Ch. Wazir
of Desertaire from America. Prior to that and before my time,
there must have been a huge transitional phase when breeders
in the late 1920s, like Molly Sharpe, got hold of Ghazni &
Bell Murray stock and started mating these two different types
together. If the Amps, Major Bell Murray & Jean Amps had
their way, those cross blood lines would not have happened.
From old photos, one can note a lot of differences in heads,
length of leg, while others looked so elegant. Some in those old
photographs, with today’s dog grooming and food, would tell a
different story. Vast coats can be seen on some 1920sAfghans,
but not all had true coat patterns. Where do we go from here?
Who knows, one would wonder. Life can only go forward, but
it’s what is done in the next phase. Concern should be shown
towards health issues that appear, not just new imports.
What are your feelings towards ‘tidying’ the coat? Do you
feel that the correct coat pattern should be obtained through
breeding or should we simply accept that ‘tidying’ is here
to stay? What is your view on the proposed changes to the
breed standard that would penalise clipping?
As I said above, not all have the correct coat pattern. Diet,
care, living indoor are all factors that result in heaver coats.
Due to climate, Scandinavian Afghans, like Russia, grow
dense coat like those dogs in the pre-1980 kennels. I love
puppy whiskers and chrysanthemum top knots, which should
be left alone. I have no problem with saddle hair if it’s tidied
professionally, making for a natural look. It is a hard job, but
remember once started it must always be done. I do have a
problem with a knife and fork job done with either scissors
or clippers. Owners not knowing good shoulders from bad
strip out the neck into bad shoulders, then carry on along the
body, resulting in something that represents camel humps
appearing from the end of the neck along top line. If you don’t
know how to do it, leave it well alone. I had Afghans shown
under me abroad with the ear on the judge’s side thrown over
the right shoulder blade, exposing a completely scalped neck
to breastbone, which is not my thing. OK, I’ll judge the dog
and it’s OK to a degree to do that in your country, but not
in mine. So how far will this go in the UK when more and
more overseas dogs are being exhibited here? Where does one
draw the line? That is for the Kennel Club to take a stand on 21
enhancement in all breeds, not just Afghans

Twenty Questions

Jillian Knight-Messenger
What advice would you give to newcomers entering the
breed? What should they do to ensure they have the best
chance of success in the ring?
Today, unlike in Jo Ereira, Dawn Sams, & Terry Hall’s day
where the first Afghan they showed became a Champion,
it’s a different show world today. Look around, are you sure
this is the breed for you? There is so much work. Speak not
only to exhibitors, but also to Shirley Carr to get the inside
information from a rescue officers point of view. See what
bloodlines type appeals to you. Are they successful or is only
the litter breeder’s exhibit winning? With so much variance in
the breed today, start with a bitch. Please note the three first
time champion owners all won with males. Bitches, just like
women, get hormonal. Forget going for a puppy just because
the first mating produced winners. There is no hard or fast
reason a repeat will, as that’s not always the case. Make friends
with not just one breeder, but a few. Patience is the name of

the game. Sadly, as rescue proves, this is not always the case.
Don’t be in a hurry, otherwise as I have so often seen in the
past, new exhibitors buy their first dog but don’t have much
success. Then they are encouraged by the breeder to go for
a second, having a bit more success, then they get a bigger
car, another dog follows very quickly, then a bigger house, etc.
Children begin to feel left out, it’s dog show after dog show.
Sometimes, heaven forbid, further down the line it’s divorce,
by which time 6 to 9 dogs are owned, with the eldest aged 10
to 12.
Finally, how would you like to be remembered in the breed?
Much too much to say!! Usually loudly. That I may have, during
46 years in Afghan Hounds, contributed a little something of
use to the breed I have grown to love. As a judge who tried to
interpret the breed standard, did her own thing in a honest, fair
way, having a clear conclusion at the end of the days judging,
with the writing of a critique to look forward to.

Breed Lecture/Hands On
with Susan Rhodes
Sunday 12th February 2006

Susan Rhodes answers questions from the floor

Susan talks everyone through the construction of an Afghan .....

Lynda Race leads a ‘hands on’ group session

..... and the skull/eye shape

Are you interested in attending one of our
educational events?
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Contact Secretary, Michelle Bloor for details

Mashaalah Namu to Suzaph JW
(CH Wilbus Libretto x Mashaalah Sulani)

AHA YOUNG DOG OF THE YEAR 2005
BAHC RES BEST DOG 2006
BOB LURE COURSER

Photo by David Paton

Just age 2 yrs - proudly owned by Sue & Nigel Kemp
Bred by Tom & Wendy Sawyer
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Above L-R: ‘Snapper’ (N. Brachetto) – Supreme Racer, AHA Intertrack 2006;
‘Twiggy’ (N. Fiano) – Supreme Racer, AHA Intertrack 2005;
‘Shiva’ (N. Dolcetto Kharisar JW, 1 CC & 1 RCC) – only attended a few shows this year,
but won out of Mid Limit & BIS at the Southern Afghan Club July Open Show.
Below L-R: ‘Shiraz’ (N. Schiras) & ‘Mika’ (N. Corvino) also discovered the fun of lure coursing.
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Sue Collyer (Tel: 01474 873671) & Annabel Collyer-Todd (Tel: 01483 831971)

Food Allergies

An overview

As I was starting a part-time study in canine obesity, I found
the Iams’ Health Seminar on Gastric Torsion & Food Allergies,
most interesting. Held after Windsor Ch. Show, the evening
was chaired by David Cavill, and comprised two presentations
by Penny Watson (a qualified veterinary surgeon and BunningIams Senior Lecturer in Small Animal Medicine & Clinical
Nutrition, University of Cambridge). Her current specialities
include canine pancreatitis and gastroenteritis. This article
concerns the second presentation on food allergies.
What is an Allergy and How do Allergies Occur?
As in humans, true food allergies are not very common.
Dietary allergies result when an animal’s immune system
reacts adversely towards a protein in its food. This is described
as an inappropriate immunological response, and may present
as either:
(i) immediate-type hypersensitivity (e.g. peanut allergies,
pollen inhalation or an insect bite, which tend to show effects
within minutes)
(ii) delayed-type hypersensitivity (usually not evident for at
least a day).
Food allergies tend to be the result of delayed-type hypersensitivity. These are difficult to diagnose and resolve, as the
owner does not observe an immediate response to food items,
and recovery may take several weeks.
There are some misconceptions about allergies, in both
humans and dogs. Food intolerances are often encountered
and incorrectly referred to as allergies. Dogs develop allergies
to proteins, not food colourings or flavourings. The gut is a
sensitive and complex system, and incidences of diarrhoea are
commonly misinterpreted. For example, diarrhoea caused by
milk consumption may simply be lactose intolerance. True
milk allergies tend to be more severe, causing vomiting and
skin problems in addition. Diarrhoea is commonly caused by a
sudden dietary change (e.g. young puppies after rehoming), but
it is not a sign of an allergy, it simply means that the gut needs
time to adapt and develop tolerance to the food. Diarrhoea is
often associated with gut disease, and may appear to improve
after a dietary change, yet this alone is also not indicative that
the animal has developed an allergy to its original diet.
Allergies are commonly associated with dermatological
problems (e.g. itchy, inflamed skin), and may be difficult to
identify initially. Penny’s research indicates that over two
thirds of allergic reactions are caused by parasitic infestation
(e.g., flea bites), while about 25% can be described as inhaled,
or atopic. Atopy tends be an inherited condition, where the
individual develops allergies to environmental factors (e.g.
hay fever, asthma, eczema). Only small numbers (10-15%) of
allergic responses result from true food allergies; many present
as skin problems, some concurrently with gastrointestinal tract
problems such as mild vomiting and/or diarrhoea.
Allergies do not appear to be restricted to any particular breed,
although Penny has observed several cases in Labradors,
English Setters, German Shepherds & WHWTs (the latter
often occurring alongside pollen allergies), and suggested that
certain breeds may have a genetic tendency towards poor gut
tolerance and development of dietary allergies. Similarly,

allergies may occur at any age, although predominantly
between the ages of 4 months & 3 years. Allergies can be
triggered by gut infections, which cause leaks in the gut wall,
exposing the immune system during digestion.
Food allergies tend to result as the animal becomes sensitized
to a familiar protein, over time. Thus, the allergic response,
caused by histamine release in the gut, may appear suddenly,
and without a corresponding change in diet, making it
difficult to diagnose. Once an allergy to a protein develops,
it will be maintained, regardless of whether the dog is fed a
raw, cooked or manufactured diet. The most common allergy
seen in Penny’s clinic tends to be chicken, but dogs can be
allergic to proteins in regular treats/scraps (e.g. cheese) as well.
An apparent prevalence of chicken allergies may simply be
a consequence of increased use in recent years, since BSE.
Additional allergies may develop as the owner switches diet
(e.g. from chicken to lamb, and then to beef ) while the immune
system is still sensitized - Penny explained this is why chicken
allergies are often diagnosed, at a later date, where owners
were recommended chicken/rice diets following unrelated gut
infections.
Diagnosing and Treating Food Allergies:
Dogs suffering from food allergies tend to exhibit random
scratching/itching, all over the body, whereas parasitic
infections tend to be more localised and the source is visible
(e.g. flea bite). Vets often prescribe steroid treatment initially,
to eliminate the possibility of a parasitic infection. However,
if this does not resolve the problem, then it is a good idea to
focus on foods.
To identify a specific food allergy, the animal needs to
embark on a strict exclusion diet; this may take up to 8 weeks,
depending on the delay in observing a response. Essentially,
the animal is fed a single protein source, something which
the dog does not normally eat. Ideally, this should comprise
homemade food, or a manufactured diet recommended by the
vet, which ensures a single protein source. Exclusion diets
are best performed with veterinary supervision. Labels can
be misleading, so owners must read the small print, to avoid
buying a pet food labelled ‘beef ’, which still contains traces
of chicken…. Another important thing to note is just how
exclusive the diet trial must be. This is often the biggest
challenge, especially in a household with children and other
dogs. Everyone who feeds the dog has to comply for the
trial to work. No treats or table scraps should be given which
might include another protein; no matter how small, they may
trigger an allergic response.
A popular alternative to meat is fish, assuming the dog does
not already regularly eat fish. Vets tend to opt towards glutenfree diets. This is because dogs rarely develop allergies to
gluten (the protein in wheat), although they do occur in Irish
Setters. Rice-based diets are often recommended, although
the gluten in rice may also product allergic responses. Aiming
towards the Eukanuba Breeders Club members present,
Penny’s recommendation was Eukanuba FP (fish & potato);
other suggestions included venison, cottage cheese and tofu.

Once the skin and/or GI problems have settled (this will 25
usually take at least 3 weeks), the owner can gradually
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reintroduce familiar proteins, and look for any signs of the
allergy flaring up again. Penny describes the process as rechallenging the immune system. Again, because there will be
a delayed response, each new item must be tried exclusively,
for a few weeks at a time, e.g. provide lamb for two weeks,
then chicken for two weeks….if the scratching & diarrhoea
resurface at this point, this suggests a chicken allergy.
As food allergies do not go away, once identified, owners
should work with their vet to devise a suitable maintenance
diet for the rest of the individual’s lifetime. While homemade
diets are useful for initial diagnosis, vets usually recommend
a manufactured complete diet for the long-term future.
Hydrolysed diets can be obtained for allergies to all proteins,
although such cases tend to be very rare.

Penny ended the presentation with some case studies;
demonstrating the challenge vets encounter in discovering
the truth behind feeding histories, and how allergies can have
quite severe effects. In particular, she cited an example of a
German Shepherd dog, suffering from stomach ulcers and
enteritis, caused by an underlying allergy to the protein in
eggs. Having used natural rearing, and not encountered food
allergies personally, I would be interested to hear from anyone
who has. Penny’s lecture notes & references are available to
anyone interested in more information.
Annabel Collyer-Todd PGDip CABC
December 2006

A Glimpse Into The Past with Sylvia Evans
You will know that I have been given many of the old photographs that the late Roy Elmore took in the late 60s & early 70s of
many of the dogs of that era. These two have strong Midlands connections.

Helen Barnes
with possibly Hajuba?

The WELKS photograph below was taken in 1970. From left to right, Jo Holden bending over Ranji, Dawn Sams with Azim
Khan, Stephanie Hunt-Crowley with Talisman, Father Ford with definitely Hajuba and the last chap I think may be George
Elliot with his dog, who was a Suveraj son. Immediately behind him, (seated) Ann Dove & myself standing. Also recognisable
ringside in the middle of the group are Margaret Elmore and Les Sexton. Carole Walkden is on the far left by the table. Ohers
may recognise more faces?
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Junior Handling
I have been asked to write a piece about Junior Handling. Even
though it is 12 years now since I reached the age limit, not much
has changed. In basic terms Junior Handling encourages handlers
to gain skills that will enable them to show and present any
exhibit to the best advantage as well as build confidence and
create responsibility for care of your dogs and professionalism and
sportsmanship within the ring.
There are many Junior Handling clubs around the UK but
the 2 main associations are the Junior Handling Association
( JHA) and the Young Kennel Club (YKC). The JHA has 2
age groups which you can compete within, the 6-11 year and
the 12-16 year age group. Throughout the year you can qualify
at certain shows for the prestigious JHA semi-finals, which
are held at Richmond each year. The winners from each group
then go on to compete at the Junior Handler of the Year Final
at the Pedigree finals in January. The overall winner is not only
crowned the Junior Handler of the Year, but also qualifies
to represent the UK in the International Junior Handling
Finals at Crufts. The YKC is different to the JHA as they run
competitions and encourage juniors is all disciplines including
agility, flyball, heelwork to music and obedience, it has been
set up especially for young dog lovers between the ages of
6-24 years and encourages interest in the care, training and
activities associated with dogs. The YKC show handling differs
to the JHA as it splits the age group into three sections, 6-11
years, 12-16 years and 17-24 years old. Throughout the year,
the YKC holds handling classes at various shows and holds a
Show Junior Handler of the Year and Agility Junior Handler
of the year at Crufts, but in addition the YKC holds stakes
classes at most General Championship Shows. These classes
are judged on the dog and not the handler and from these
you can qualify for the stakes final at Crufts. In addition, the
YKC offers an annual quiz competition (I was in the North
East team one year, where we came third) and a national camp
for members between 8-16 years with an outward bound
development course for members 17-24 years of age.
In addition, there is another association called the UK Dog
Handlers Association.This was developed by Jacqui Hurley,
who was originally
involved with the Jersey
Junior Handlers before
coming to live on the
mainland and setting
up this organisation.
Jacqui has written books
on Junior Handling
as well as producing
a video (which I have
to say Claire and I are
in) and has now just
Fig 1
released a DVD. I would
recommend that any
budding handler buys these books and media as it takes you
though step by step and is very easy to follow. Each year, a
team match is organised by the UK dog handlers, which is
held in conjunction with Southern Counties Championship
show. The association also offers a medals section that handlers
can work though making sure they gain skills for each level.
Now, back to Junior Handling. There is one golden rule to
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follow and that is to NEVER be between the dog and the
judge. This enables the judge to see full view of your charge at
every angle. This applies to both the stack and on the move.
I will take you through some basic things that will be
required of a handler within the Junior Handling ring. All
these techniques will continue with you as you handle in the
breed ring, enabling you to handle your Afghan to its best
advantage.
Dress – you will be required to dress smartly in the ring. This
can be a suit or skirt and top for girls or a suit or trousers,
shirt and tie for the boys. You must make sure that the colour
you choose complements your dog, so if you have a black dog,
do not wear black, wear a colour (e.g. red) that will make a
good background for your dog. Your hair must also be neat,
otherwise it may get in the way of the dog when showing the
bite, etc., so it suggested that you tie up long hair. Shoes are
also important and please wear footwear that is suitable for
your dog, so showing an Afghan you need flat shoes.
You must also pay attention to the colour of your lead and it
is suggested that you get a lead that is the colour of your dog
or a plain black lead that will not draw attention away from
your Afghan.
Stack – As you enter the ring, like in the breed ring, you will
stack your Afghan. The judge will then look up and down the
line and may walk through the dogs and look at the view from
the other side. What you need to do here is remember the
golden rule. If the judge walks to the front of your dog you
must step to the back, if
they come to the other
side then you must
move to the other side,
always with the dog in
between. If the judge
comes to the back, then
you must move to the
front.
While
on
your
individual assessment
the judge may ask you
some questions. Make
sure that you know your
dog and the breed. I
Fig 2
have in the past also
been asked questions on construction, e.g. where is the dog’s
loin, where is its brisket etc. You have to remember that in the
JHA classes and the YKC handling classes the judge is not
judging the dog, so you need to constantly watch the judge
when they are going over the dog as they may move the dog’s
feet, which you will then have to replace.
You will probably also be asked to show the dog’s bite or teeth.
In order to do this you need to show both sides of the dogs
dentition and also the front bite. This gives the judge a full
view of the dog’s teeth. When you show the dog’s side teeth
nearest to you, you just need to angle the dog’s head slightly in
order for the judge to see the teeth.
You will then be asked to move your dog. You have to remember
that you are showing your dog and that gait must be at the
right speed in order to show off your dog’s movement.
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PASHTARI

Neliapilan Phelezzi
Poppamies at Pashtari JW
‘Paris’

(Ch Phelezzi Prometheus x Int Fin N Ch Neliapilan Yksinainen Suzi)

3 RCCs
30 Championship Show wins

Photo by John Bloor

‘Paris’ was bred in Finland by Arja Kettunen & Maija Vihma
and is loved & adored by his proud owners
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John, Michelle & Amelia Bloor and Diana & Alex Greenfield

Junior Handling
Movement
You will be asked first to perform a triangle or will be sent
around the ring (Figs 1 & 2). You must start your pattern from
where the judge is stood. Unless you are asked for a reverse
pattern, when you start to move your dog you must have the
dog on your left hand side and the lead in your left hand.
You may then be asked to move your dog up and down. In
order to join the two patterns together you can use the about
turn (see 2, below).
There are three basic turns that you can use when showing and
they are used when performing an up and down.

by Liz Millward

Fig 4

1. The show turn – This is when you move around the dog at
the end of a straight up and down (See Fig 3).
2. The About turn – This is used mainly to join to patterns
together when you return back to the judge (See Fig 4).
3. The Inward Turn – This turn is when you turn the dogs
head in towards you and keep the dog on the same side while
you change hands. This turn is manly used when a judge
moves to the side when you are moving to view your dog’s
side movement See Fig 5).
You must always remember to present your dog at the end of a
pattern to the judge on your individual assessment, at the end
of the pattern you need to bring your dog in front of you and
stack them about 3 paces between the judge and yourself, this
will give the judge a good view of your dog.
After your assessment you return to your place, constantly
keeping an eye on the judge as they may be watching you
between assessments.
The above is only the basics and in addition you can be asked to
perform an L, T, Figure of 8 and also run two dogs off together,
but these you can learn from the handling books. It is always
Fig 3

useful to remember what you learn in Junior Handling as it
can be used in the breed ring. An example of this happened at
the Yorkshire Afghan Hound Society Champ show 2006. The
dog judge moved two dogs up and down together so that she
could compare the movements.

At the end of the day though, you must remember that you
are handling the dog and you must always encourage that
dog, pay attention to it at all times and show that dog to it’s
best advantage.
During my own years in Junior Handling, I met many friends
all over the world and would suggest that you do think about
taking part in Junior Handling. It enabled me to take part

Fig 5

in the first American/Anglo exchange where I went over to
the States for a couple of weeks to different dog shows and
even handled an Afghan Hound to her final points of her
Championship. I also competed in the handling at the World
show in Brussels and took part in a handling demonstration
at the World Show in Vienna and the All Winners Show in
Amsterdam. Junior Handling not only taught me to handle
Afghans, but also to handle and present all types of breeds
including Border Collies, Bearded Collies, Lhasa Apso’s,
Poodles, Irish Setters, Irish Wolfhounds and Hungarian
Vizlsa’s, to name but a few. Junior Handling for me opened
up a whole new world and broadened my knowledge of
not only handling, but also Afghans and it gave me a good
grounding that I have carried on with in the breed ring.
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From left: Fin Lv Est S Ch 6X CACIB Neliapilan Pohjanneito ”Viona”
Fin Est N Ch EstW-06 3X CACIB Neliapilan Jukebox “Nasu”
Int Fin Est S Lv Ch Neliapilan Uutisaihe “Juice”
Int Fin S N Nord Lv Est Dk Rus Pol Ch NordJW-04 BaltJW-04 RkfW-06 Neliapilan Kuutamokeikka “”Jimi”

In 2006 our stunning Breeder´s Group has been awarded as Best in Show
10 times at all-breed shows and also at the Finnish Afghan Specialty in
June 2006! Thank you judges!
“Nasu” and “Viona” send their love to their brother “Paris” (Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at Pashtari)
and “Omar” (Neliapilan Jaakko-Kulta at Tajikh) and sister “Elli” (Neliapilan Jääkärinmorsian)!

• 24 INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONS • 75 FINNISH CHAMPIONS
• 3 RACING CHAMPIONS • 7 LURE COURSING CHAMPIONS
• 7 X AFGHAN OF THE YEAR IN FINLAND
• 3 X AFGHAN MALE & 11 X AFGHAN BITCH OF THE YEAR IN FINLAND

WWW.NELIAPILAN.COM

A r j a Ke t t u n e n
& Maija V i h m a
Helsinki, Finland
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The Cool Canine Way To Make New Friends

A Closer Look At The Young Kennel Club

The Young Kennel Club (YKC) began life back in 1985 as the
Kennel Club Junior Organisation before getting its shorter,
snappier name in 2001. The aim of the YKC is to encourage
young people aged from 6 to 24 years to learn more about
training and caring for dogs.
With over 3,000 members, the Club promotes courtesy,
sportsmanship, loyalty and self-discipline to help members
develop a sense of responsibility and achievement in a wide
range of canine activities. It is also a great way to make new
friends with people who share a love for dogs.
YKC members agree that the more you get involved in owning,
training and caring for dogs the more reward and enjoyment
it brings. There are loads of great activities to take part in like
going to dog shows all round the country and taking part
in huge events such as Crufts in Birmingham and Discover
Dogs in London. Members can also learn about their canine
companions from experts, such as vets and dog-training
instructors who can share their valuable experiences in the dog
world with others.
But that’s not all! There are several other opportunities to get
out and about and make new friends:
YKC National Training Camp
The National Training Camp is a residential week-long course
for YKC members, which provides training, seminars, social
activities and much more. The training programme includes
work on agility, obedience, handling, flyball, and heelwork to
music. Experts within their fields are happy to attend the event
and teach their enthusiastic young pupils about all aspects of
canine management.
It’s not all work and no play - the camp hosts a full social
programme including activities such as a quiz night, a talent
night, karaoke, a disco, and a BBQ. The places on this fun
packed week away from home are limited and each year the
number of requests outweigh the number of places available.
Outward Bound
Annually, various members in the 16-24 age bracket are invited
to apply to attend a week long Outward Bound programme.
Each programme is specially designed between the YKC
and the course instructors and each group has a different set
of objectives. These will include a variety of team building,
confidence, sportsmanship and communication, leadership
and management skills. On completion of the course, senior
members are given the opportunity to demonstrate the skills
they have learnt by helping to manage YKC events, including
the National Training Camp and the dedicated YKC ring at
Kennel Club events such as Crufts, Discover Dogs and the
Wag and Bone Show.
The Shaun McAlpine Award
The Junior of the Year competition was relaunched as the
Shaun McAlpine Award. The Shaun McAlpine Award is
the highest award for members of the Young Kennel Club,
encouraging young people to embark on exciting, challenging
and most of all fun activities within the canine world.
The Kennel Club has many links within the canine world
and would like to assist YKC members in achieving their
canine ambitions. The Award is based upon personal and
social development and is not a competition against others.
Members should find participation enjoyable and rewarding.
All members need to do is come up with an idea or an activity

that they would like to take part in or an achievement that
they would like assistance with, and complete an application
form which is available online or by contacting the office.

YKC Stewarding Qualifications
The Kennel Club Training Board approved and officially
recognised the YKC Stewarding exams in July 2006. YKC
members can now take stewarding exams in breed, obedience
and agility. During 2006, the YKC will be embarking on
ensuring that these qualifications are recognised by clubs and
will be looking to set up a register of members holding the
qualifications that will be available for secretaries.
Good Citizen Dog Scheme (GCDS) Listed Club Scheme
A number of GCDS Listed clubs responded to a mail out
from the YKC agreeing to accept YKC members for training.
This scheme will involve the clubs offering training to YKC
members and also promoting the YKC and membership to the
young people that already attend their clubs. Eventually the
YKC plans to have this information available on the Kennel
Club website within the YKC area.
The Cinnamon Trust
The Cinnamon Trust offers YKC members the opportunity to
volunteer and get out and about walking dogs for the elderly
and sick. Volunteers must be aged 16yrs+ for dog walking
unless accompanied by an adult. The initiative can offer YKC
members a sense of achievement from walking the dogs, fresh
air and exercise and is particularly beneficial for members who
do not have their own dog.
Membership
So, how much does it cost to join the YKC and start getting
involved in all the great activities on offer? Just £10 a year! For
this small annual fee members get:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Member’s badge, certificate, card and gift
Regular editions of the YKC newsletter
Access to the exclusive YKC pages of the Kennel Club
website
Free admission to Crufts and Discover Dogs
Opportunities to take part in competitions and special
training events
Help and advice from canine experts on all canine
activities
Opportunities to take part in activities and competitions
at Crufts.

The YKC offers an ideal opportunity to learn more about
responsible dog ownership whilst making new friends and
having lots of fun along the way. The success of the club is as
much due to its members - the young people who set such a
great example to all other dog owners - as it is to the Kennel
Club which runs the organisation.
If you’d like to become part of the best canine club around or
find out more information about any of our initiatives, write
to:
YKC Office, The Kennel Club, 1 Clarges Street, Piccadilly,
London, W1J 8AB or ykc@the-kennel-club.org.uk.
With thanks to the Kennel Club for the above article.
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Afghans In Movement

by Cinzia Aymaretti Camia & Emanuela Camia
Some observations and reflections about one of the breed’s
features.
1987 FCI Standard
General Aspect: it gives the impression of strength and
dignity, combining together speed and power. It’s head is held
high with aloofness, it’s sight going far, right past any person
in front of it.
Temperament: aloof and noble.
Gait and movement: free and elastic, showing first class
elegance.
Tail: brought high when in action.
1948 AKC Standard
General Aspect: the Afghan is a noble dog. It shows dignity
and aloofness, without seeming ordinary or rough. Its front
is straight, with the head held proudly high. Some amazing
features of the breed - such as the far-away look to the eyes,
appearing as though it longs for the past - and the overall
impression of a certain kind of exaggeration in the flexing of
the knee due to the rich coat, give it the appearance of what an
Afghan is, i.e. A King
amongst dogs.
Temperament: detached
and aloof, but even and
bright.
Gait: when running
free, the Afghan moves
with a gallop that
shows great elasticity
and flexibility. Walked
with a loose lead, the
Afghan can trot rapidly.
Seen from the side, it
gives the impression
of putting its rear feet
just within the front
feet’s footprints, as both
are pushed onward. It
moves around with head
Zoomin’ Fairy del Gran Pamir
and tail held highly,
giving the overall impression of style and beauty.
Throughout the development of the breed it is possible, if
not always wished for, that some of those characteristics
present in most specimens once considered models to follow
in breeding are still to be seen, whether rightly or wrongly,
and to be considered obsolete or to be modified, worsening
or bettering the breed, I could not say. The peculiarity of the
Afghan Hound standard, when compared to other breeds,
is that something has been stated from the very beginning;
namely, the principle of maintaining the breed, in order to
witness its ancient history and traditions. In fact, its overall
morphology has remained the same, notwithstanding the
enormous changes in its appearance due to the better living
conditions and to a more balanced and rational diet.
32 Let us imagine that the Afghan’s hair type is at the very root
of the coat. Of course this is just an example, but we will have

touched with our hands the shape of a dog which has kept
its original aspects almost completely. It is of course true that
many specimens show a less fit muscular shape compared
to the standard, which is due to more attention in breeding
towards appearance, giving less importance to the breed’s
sporting and functional qualities. I have noticed with a certain
concern that under such conditions, the Afghans shown at
exhibitions during the last few years have poorer movement
and no longer express the typical flexible and elastic walk
denoting high potentiality for sprint and speed. The harmony
and quality of movement are the natural consequence of
a correct and elegant expression and morphology, besides
underlining a smart physical condition.
Whereas it is possible to evaluate the correctness of the front
legs when trotting or walking (which should be parallel or
slightly bent inside, towards the centre balance line), the
rapid trot, freely gaited on leash, will allow us an evaluation
of the angles, muscular tone and temper all at once. The
ideal movement for an Afghan Hound could be exemplified
through the image of a pendulum, harmoniously synchronised
between the elevation following the powerful push of the rear
quarters and the
sound, elastic fall of
an consequent jump
of the front limbs,
always taking into
account that the
limbs and the croup
are one in the action
of the transmission
of the impulse
forward.
The push should
secure a wide step
without
useless
forcing,
thus
allowing the rear
limb to stretch as far
as possible. Laterally
viewed, the front
foot, when stretched,
will exceed the top
of the muzzle. At the moment of pushing back, the whole rear
leg should reach maximum extension backward so as to flex
slightly and fulfill the elongated next step. The rear leg should,
when falling down after the push, cover the footprint of the
front one a fraction of a second after its lifting so that at first
glance the action appears to be occurring simultaneously.
After the previous premises, we can freely give way to some
technical reflections.
I have happened to observe that an atypical movement lacking any -power in the phase of pushing and stretching
in the rear, even with the feet well fixed on the ground and
with visible flexing - is mostly evident in those specimens with
an excessively bent croup (over 30° of the prescribed pelvic
inclination necessary to get perfect mechanics of movement,
both with and without the angle of the open knee and the
short tibia). The over-angulation of such a region is similar
to an exaggerated bending of the femur and the tibia (coxo-
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femural and tibia femural angles), that is to say, having a defect in the femur/tibia (knee). In this case the bend at the
something which limits the power of the muscle in its lever knee is too accentuated (closed) thus giving the dog, when held
function, with respect to its fulcrum. Even the stretching in place, the appearance of kneeling, usually corrected by the
of the shoulder/humerus, which receives the consequent handler in the ring during the show by stretching backwards
impulse, will be damaged and create a weak, short, poor from the back (similar to the German Shepherd) to create a
movement; the foot, seen at the metacarpus, will have the lowering of the top line.
so-called “jumping” action.
Such conformation increases the dispersion of the force of
Let’s remember that the overall angulation of the back the impulse produced by the lever of the leg pushing on the
determines the right movement: the propelling force of the ground, thus causing an overly springy movement, sometimes
showy but not very
dog, in fact, comes from the
solid and less effective
power of the pushing action
when compared to
(or lever impulse on the
the strength involved,
ground) transmitted through
sometimes
even
the thigh (or femur) up to
limiting the stretching
the hip and thus through the
of the back.
vertebrae to the back. There
must be a clear-cut continuity
Since every lack of
in the stretching action of the
balance
necessarily
leg starting from the pastern,
requires compensation,
functioning as a spring, to the
we will find out that
hip, which through the loin
this fault is usually
acts as a transmission organ.
connected
to
the
An elongated back, not too
opposite one, i.e. too
bent backward, and a correct
much openness of
coxo-femural angle (100/110°),
the scapula-humerus
neither too open nor too flexed
angle
(insufficiently
between tibia and femur (about
marked angle), with
Jr Ch Miss Fair N Fire del Gran Pamir
110°) is the basis for typical,
shoulder and arm
correct, and thus efficient movement. The shoulders, which relatively tight and with any consequent lack of inclination
receive the final push from the back are, on the other hand, even at the metacarpus, which will show a non-functional
the fulcrum of the frontal action. The maximum stretching stiffness (a terrier-shaped back) that lacks the necessary
during trotting in the Afghan is determined by the angle of elasticity to absorb the forces and the hits during the dynamic
the scapula (scapula - humerus 100/110°) which should be action of landing. When exhibited (and consequently during
backwardly bent and consequently long, as clearly stated in breeding choices by those who do not sufficiently understand
the Standard.
technical-morphological problems), such a fault is sometimes
The action of the shoulder blade tissue should, correctly bent, underestimated because it gives the appearance of a higher
allow the maximum stretching of the arm. The foot, sound leap and a better carriage of the head. We should try carefully
and strong, supported by an elastic metacarpus, correctly to avoid such a misunderstanding because it is the result of
bent, will reach the ground properly so as to complete the a non-functional structure which is atypical of the Afghan
action of landing and jumping forward, projected with the Hound. The proud carriage of the head, as prescribed by the
right rhythm and progression. We should not forget that even Standard, comes as a natural consequence of the hound’s
the conformation and proportion of the body, particularly structure; it is mainly a psychic characteristic, an expression
of the kidneys and loins, is very important to achieving a of the typical temper of the breed, and it should in no way be
powerful push from the muscles - if the loins are proportion- obtained because of an alteration of the very morphology of
ately too long it denotes too little resistance capacity to the the dog, only to praise the mere spirit of the show.
propulsion and weakness of the transmission of forces, and in Let’s simply think of the laws of nature and of aerodynamics;
the fast hound (= sighthound) should be built according to its
the momentum transmitted to the rear limbs.
In fact, if the kidneys and loins are too short or compact, with function so as to keep a perfect equilibrium when running (=
respect to the proportion of the thorax, an anti-functional balance). With perfect aerodynamics, it will exploit its own
rigidity will be caused that is different from the necessary skills fully, thus getting maximum speed with the minimum
elasticity needed by a dog traditionally used to running and use of energy. When running, the head is progressively carried
hunting on hard ground. The length of the loin should be ahead and low until it finally comes to line up with the top
equivalent to that of the croup - long enough so as to allow line (harmoniously with the carriage of the tail which is lined
long muscular tissues necessary to develop power - and up and lowered as the speed increases). We should notice that
the Afghan has a structure different from that of the other
equivalent to one third of the total length of the back.
English sighthounds (the prototype of the perfect racing car).
Whereas the excessive depression of the croup, discussed
In fact, its proportions, angles and balances are very different,
above, may have appeared more often in some bloodlines
so that every reference to the mechanics of movement should
coming from England, in more recent times in has become a
take this into account as if it were an exception to the rule 33
tendency, usually in specimens coming from the States, to be
and evaluate accordingly the most suitable parameters for an
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Afghan (a dog fit for sprinting, very elastic, but also with a
high endurance, different from the other sprinters that only
run very short distances).
As far as the head
and neck carriage, I
cannot but underline
the fact that in the
ring this is very often
misunderstood by some
handlers who push
their specimen to a
very fast and long trot,
so forced and unnatural
as to be absolutely
non-functional for the
hound. They also ask
their dog to keep head
and neck as backward
Mr Wise’N Wild Wind del Gran Pamir
and high as possible
(so as to look proud and aloof ), compelling it to painfully
strangle against the collar as it is pulled back by the leash.
What is usually misunderstood at first sight as being a showy
gait perhaps appears more natural when the back is straight
and the position of the feet more marked, but the resultant
movement is in fact very poor and atypical and, what is even
worse, “wrong”. These are not true Afghans!
We should better try to carefully consider such problems (as
any other element which could result in damage for the breed)
so as to avoid introducing, or at least fixing in our breeding
lines, all those characteristics that could be negative for the
very spirit and safe-keeping of the breed. The Afghan is a
dog built in a very particular way so that it is fit for running
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and walking not only on flat ground, but even on rocky and
hard surfaces. This is why it should never lose such exclusive
features. As a consequence, its construction will be compact
and muscularly fit, very harmonious and
powerful, elegant and sound: a true type
to keep for the future.
We should never risk losing all of this
only for the fashion of the movement,
which seems to prefer an exaggeration
of the more showy features together
with stressing more lightness of the bone
structure. This emphasis could result in a
fault of the longitudinal skull-face axis,
which is usually accompanied by lack of
power in the jaws and by faults in the
dog’s set of teeth.
However, here we might start another
chapter, which we will delay until
another occasion. To sum up the matter:
the carriage of the head and neck, the stretching of the back
according to the bend of the shoulder, a sound and correct top
line combined with the right angle of tibia, femur, and hip are
the basic elements we should keep in mind to evaluate the
movement of an Afghan Hound, even in the show ring.
We would like to stress one more time that the movement
of an Afghan should express speed, power, elasticity and
elegance all together in an equal equilibrium, combined with
the endurance skills needed by a dog which is not only a
hunter, but a long-distance walker, following the nomads in
the desert.

Tajikh
NELIAPILAN
JAAKKO-KULTA
AT TAJIKH (IMP)
“OMAR”
A big thank you to Paolo
Dondina (Italy), Cinzia Camia
(Gran Pamir, Italy), Frank Kane,
Hazel Arris and Ann Mathers
for thinking so highly of our
wonderful boy.

We would like to thank breeders Maija Vihma & Arja Kettunen (kennel “Neliapilan”)
and Mark Cocozza (kennel “Freecloud”) for allowing us to be owned by “Omar” &
“Inca”, two of the most EXTROVERT Afghans.
Moira Simpson & Bob Fitzgerald

FREECLOUD
LIMONTA - 1 CC
“INCA”
Thank you to Pamela
Mottershaw for awarding Inca
her first CC. Our appreciation
to Frank Kane and Keith
Thornton for placing her well.

Tajikh

Photos by John Bloor
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bichoux
Photo by Masha

CH* Destiny du JeGdalek avec
Bichoux JW
Multi CH show winner in the UK and Europe:
3 CCs 1 RCC 2 BOBs in UK, 2 Green Stars 2 BOBs in Ireland, 1 CAC 1 BOB in
Belgium, 1 RCAC (CAC) 1 RCACIB (CACIB) in Germany
* Subject to KC conﬁrmation
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Owned by Julie Noble & Dave Wilcox, Bichoux Afghan Hounds, 01757 630143

bichoux
International, Danish, Luxembourg, Bulgarian,
Ukranian, Serbia & Montenegro

ch Turenne du Menuel Galopin
Turenne is an all breed BIS and RBIS winner in Europe and has 14 CACs, 6
CACIBs, 6 RCACIBs and multi group placings

Owned by Julie Noble & Dave Wilcox, Bichoux Afghan Hounds, 01757 630143
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The Afghan Hound Global Database (Pedigree Plus)
Pedigree Plus, first developed in Australia in 2000, was
introduced by Terry Wilcox, its originator, to an international
audience at the Sydney Afghan Hound World Congress of
that year with the object of developing a database of Afghan

champions worldwide that might become a useful tool
for breeders and exhibitors wherever they might be. It was
recognised that there already existed in several countries
pedigree directories of national champions in printed forms,
such as the AHA pedigrees of British Champions produced
on an annual basis, which might be brought together and form
the nucleus of the project. Several interested parties, fired
with enthusiasm by the vision of such a versatile international
research tool with its intention of incorporating photographic
images and even video clips with the pedigrees, undertook to
supply data from their own countries to an editor in Australia
who would produce the first edition for sale internationally,
and if it proved successful, add updates annually thereafter. It
was anticipated that additional material would be incorporated
as more Afghan enthusiasts in more countries became aware
of the database and its potential advantages to themselves as
breeders particularly. It was also recognised that, as in any
database with inputs from a variety of sources, there would
be inaccuracies and omissions and these would be editorially
rectified at the same time. Initially Pedigree Plus included
data from Australia, New Zealand, USA, Ireland (supplied
by Brian and Zita Fogarty) and the UK (supplied by myself
from the AHA’s four volumes of UK Afghan Champions).
Since then new data has been added from Holland,
Belgium, Germany (with a lot of help from Gerard Jipping
and Louis Dehaes) and Scandinavia (mainly derived from
existing printed lists of pedigrees of national champions and
additional photographic material from Choice and Boxadan
kennels). Also several photographic archives have been used
to provide visual information of dogs from the past. For
instance Margaret Niblock’s extensive collection, including
images of dogs she exported and their overseas progeny, now
part of the AHA archive, and the Association’s own collection
built up over many years, have been used to expand Pedigree
Plus’s file about British Afghans. A start has been made on
including video clips of famous international Afghans on the
move, and it is intended to develop this feature in the future.
Thus each annual edition of the programme is larger and more
comprehensive than its predecessor. The 2007 edition will be
available at Crufts and will include pedigrees of all 2006 UK

by Susan Rhodes

and Irish Champions alongside the ever-widening body of
global Afghan data. What has become apparent over the seven
editions of Pedigree Plus is the increasing internationalisation
of the breed as reflected in these published Afghan pedigrees.
What then are the advantages to the British enthusiast of
Pedigree Plus over the more recent freely available pedigree
databases found on the internet ? Firstly, even with the
basic read-only programme, wherever possible a dog’s
pedigree includes its registered colour, Stud Book number, a
photograph, and further information about the dog and his/
her achievements. A ‘slide show’ of dogs bred by a particular
Kennel can also be generated. Moreover the basic fourgeneration pedigree can be displayed with photographs of
the dog’s ancestors where available, and there is a facility for
tracing a dog’s recorded descendants and those of its siblings
where applicable. Another facility provides details of a dog’s
ancestors as far back as Afghanistan in most cases ! Kennels,
recorded by nationality, can be researched by prefix and
breeders/exhibitors, again recorded by nationality, can also be
researched by name. For a small fee an out of date Pedigree Plus
CD ROM can be exchanged for the up to date, expanded and
edited version. While there is no guarantee that the recorded
data is error- free the regular editorial research that precedes
each up-date seeks to keep errors to a minimum. The editor
welcomes information from subscribers to the programme
about perceived errors in the recorded data. While the same

facility is supposedly available on many On Line databases
we have found from personal experience that many errors
either go unaltered or if altered errors may be compounded.
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Experience has demonstrated the value of a single editor with

SOUKISTAN

AFGHANS

BREEDER OF MANY DUAL &
INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONS
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

Litter planned
in spring 2007
CH Soukistan Paint The Town Red
will be bred to
Multi-CH Karakush On Regent
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

zzzzzzzzzzzzzz

VISIT MY WEBSITE
http://soukistan.free.fr
zzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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Martine Falke - France

The Afghan Hound Global Database (Pedigree Plus)
by Susan Rhodes

While the expanded ‘write-in’ version of the programme is
more expensive it is much more versatile. For instance it may
include a photo album to accompany a pedigree often showing
the dog at different ages. Such photo albums are frequently
added to in the Pedigree Plus updates. A genetic tool allows
you to discover the frequency particular ancestors appear in
the pedigree and their relative genetic impacts expressed in
percentage terms. These facilities contribute towards turning
Pedigree Plus into a highly individual tool. For example you
might add the pedigrees of your own dogs that would not
otherwise be included, and personal details, even images, to
dogs, kennels or breeders already recorded in outline in the
database .
The Programme therefore has the facility to be expanded
into your own unique database as you use it over time. It is

research skills and access to appropriate reference sources over
the entire life of the database.
Pedigrees and images can be printed from the basic
programme and can be e-mailed. By this means information
can be exchanged and any additional material for inclusion in
future updates is always very welcome.

also possible to apply the basic Programme itself to building
another database for any other breed or breeds you might be
interested in. I am always happy to discuss Pedigree Plus with
potential subscribers, and help with basic technical problems
after the Programme is installed. More significant problems
can be raised with the Programme Designer in Australia.
Costs are kept to a minimum and extend to no more than
covering the cost of production and a small royalty to the
Programme Designer.
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The Kennel Club Committee Structure
The Committee structure at the Kennel Club allows for a
flow of information from the ‘grass roots’ of the dog world
to Councils, through the Sub-Committees and finally to the
General Committee. The Sub-Committees and Councils are
elected every three years.
The General Committee has 24 members and meets every
six weeks to deal with the management and control of the
affairs of the Kennel Club. It agrees and oversees the Rules
and Regulations. Once a year in November, the General
Committee meets to decide future policy of the Kennel Club.
Nine sub-committees meet several times a year to consider
many aspects of the Kennel Club’s business. The recommendations are then forwarded to the General Committee for
consideration.
SUB-COMMITTEES
Finance & General Purposes Sub-Committee
This committee has seven members that consider any matters
relating to the finances of the club, the staff and to the club
buildings and contents, along with any questions of Kennel
Club policy not delegated to other Sub-Committees. Its
remit is broad and essentially it is the first ‘filter’ for new ideas
that will eventually be considered by General Committee. It
also has the task of advising on matters that require urgent
or emergency attention between meetings of the General
Committee.
Show Executive Sub-Committee
This committee consists of 12 members elected from the
General Committee, Councils, Senior Show Societies and
Associates.
The committee considers and advises on any matters concerning
registered societies, affiliated organisations, dog shows and
the exhibition of dogs. It acts for the General Committee in
hearing and deciding upon breaches of relevant Kennel Club
regulations. It is one of a number of ‘specialised’ committees
that manage the detail of one Kennel Club discipline – in this
case the world of licensed dog shows.
Judges Sub-Committee
This committee has 10 members who are experts from each
of the groups along with those elected by the Kennel Club
Liaison Council (KCLC) Breeds Council and General
Committee.
The committee considers and advises on any matter concerned
with the suitability of persons to judge the breeds with
Challenge Certificates, the Groups and Best in Show at
Championship shows. This is an area that is often controversial
– should one judge be ‘passed’ while another is not? Members
of this committee have an unenviable role but one which is
key to ensuring the quality of judging.
Breed Standards and Stud Book Sub-Committee
This committee has 11 members consisting of experts from
each of the groups and those elected by the KCLC Breeds
Council and General Committee. In addition the KC/BSAVA
Scientific Committee appoints a veterinary surgeon, who is a
member of the Kennel Club, as a member of this committee
42 and whose particular job it is to ensure that any changes to
breed standards will not adversely affect the health of dogs.

The committee considers and advises on any matter concerned
with the recognition of breeds, breed standards, inherited
conditions, artificial insemination and on the content of the
Stud Book. The work is painstaking and time consuming - few
people would appreciate the amount of time and consideration
which goes into every minor amendment to a breed standard.
Working Trials, Obedience and Agility Sub-Committee
The committee consists of 15 members elected by the three
Councils, General Committee and Associates.
As its name suggests, the committee considers and advises
on any matter concerned with working trials, obedience and
agility. It also acts for the General Committee in hearing and
deciding upon breaches of Kennel Club regulations relevant
to each of these disciplines. This committee deals with three
KC disciplines – and members need to involve themselves in
each other’s interests in order to produce a balanced view on
matters under discussion.
Field Trials Sub-Committee
This committee has 18 members elected by the Field Trials
Council, General Committee and Field Trial Associates.
The committee considers and advises on any matter concerned
with Field Trials and Gundog Working Tests. It also acts
for the General Committee in hearing and deciding upon
breaches of relevant Kennel Club regulations. The last of the
individual discipline-based committees – it too covers more
than one area of activity and members involved in Hunt, Point
and Retrieve breeds, Pointers and Setters, Retrievers, and
Spaniels all need to interest themselves in each other’s area of
activity to get the best from this committee.
Crufts Sub-Committee
This committee consists of nine members elected by the
General Committee from members of the Kennel Club.
The committee considers and advises on any matter concerning
Crufts Show. It is one of the more ‘lively’ committees and
members are required to take an active part in the running of
the show, as well as contributing to the committee work that
goes before.
Club Sub-Committee
The Club Committee consists of six members elected by the
General Committee from members of the Kennel Club.
The committee considers and advises on any matter concerning
the social aspects of the club and the running of the club
rooms.
Disciplinary Sub-Committee
The committee consists of seven General Committee members
and considers A42 and A43 hearings (any act or conduct which
in the opinion of the General Committee is discreditable or
prejudicial to the interests of the canine world).
The decisions of this committee do not need to be ratified
by the General Committee; however, the Chairman of the
committee makes reports to the General Committee on
disciplinary cases. The General Committee acts as an appeals
body if the need arises.
Disciplinary Sub-Committee (Scotland)
There is also a Scottish Disciplinary Sub-Committee,

(Import – Netherlands) DOB 06/10/05 Bred by Ria De-Meijer Rammeloo
Lux Ch Serra Parecis Go Like Elijah ex Int Ch Serra Parecis Everything Is Wrong

● RDCC at Crufts (1st Junior + 1st Yearling – Dee Waterman)
● the youngest afghan to gain his ShCM (at 16 months) ● Junior Warrant
● 1st Junior, EEAC (Hazel Arris)
● 1st Debutante, SAC (A Mathers)
● 10 BOBs at open shows
● 4 BPIBs at open shows
● 2 Hound Group Ones
● 8 other group
placings
● 1 Hound Puppy
Group One
● 3 other puppy
group placings
● 35 x 1sts
in total as a Junior
(arrived Aug 06)

Photo: Marcelle King

PUPPIES HOPED
FOR MID 2007
from Jack
to our b/m gold
METEWAND
MILLIKNOCKET
AT BELAMBA
(sister to Metewand
Wiscasset JW).
Milli is by
Ch Zareesh Azha
ex Metewand Chibya.
Jack is ¾ El Khyrias /
Boxadan breeding.
For more pedigree details
and photos please go to
www.belamba.co.uk

Jack (and friends) live with Marcelle & Roger King Tel 01202 620925 or e-mail: afghanhounds@belamba.co.uk
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The Kennel Club Committee Structure
administered by the Scottish Kennel Club and comprising
six members. Its role is identical to that of the Disciplinary
Committee but as its name suggests, it deals with cases arising
in Scotland.
Young Kennel Club Management Team
A management team, annually appointed by the General
Committee, manages the Young Kennel Club (YKC).
The aims of the YKC are as follows:
• To educate young people in the care and training of
dogs.
• To develop courtesy, sportsmanship and self-discipline.
• To encourage a sense of responsibility in dog ownership.
• To enable young people to enjoy participation in and
management of all activities connected with dogs.
• To promote activities which fulfil the foregoing aims.
This is very much a ‘hands on’ group with YKC members
taking an active role in its management.
KENNEL CLUB LIAISON COUNCILS
KCLC Shows Council
The Shows Council consists of thirty members who represent
the various regions of the United Kingdom. The council has
24 members elected by the General Canine Societies not
accorded Championship Show status, and six members elected
by the General & Group Championship Show Societies.
The council provides a channel of communication between
General Canine Societies and Affiliated Societies and the
Kennel Club on matters of general concern to the canine
community.
Recommendations from meetings are submitted to the
relevant sub-committee for consideration.
KCLC Breeds Council
This council consists of representatives of each breed for which
there is a breed society registered with the Kennel Club.
For the purpose of attendance at Breeds Council meetings, the
breed representatives in each Group elect thirty delegates.
The council provides a channel of communication between
breed societies and the Kennel Club on matters of mutual
concern.
Recommendations from meetings are submitted to the

Making the best of it!

relevant sub-committee for consideration.
KCLC Field Trials Council
This council consists of one representative for not less than
every two field trial societies holding Qualifying Stakes (Open)
except in the case of Hunt Point and Retrieve societies who
have a dispensation to have one representative per society.
The council provides a channel of communication between
all such societies and the Kennel Club on matters concerned
with field trials.
Recommendations from meetings are submitted to the Field
Trials Sub-Committee for consideration.
KCLC Working Trials Council
This council consists of three representatives from bodies
with interests in working trials and each society that has been
granted Championship working trials status.
The council represents the interests of working trials societies
and provides a channel of communication between all such
societies and the Kennel Club on matters concerned with
working trials.
Recommendations from meetings are submitted to the
WTOA sub-committee for consideration.
KCLC Obedience Council
The council consists of 22 representatives elected by societies
and branches with an active interest in obedience.
The council provides a channel of communication between
all such societies and the Kennel Club on matters concerned
with obedience.
Recommendations from meetings are submitted to the
WTOA sub-committee for consideration.
KCLC Agility Council
The council consists of thirteen representatives elected by
societies and branches with an active interest in agility.
The council provides a channel of communication between
all such societies and the Kennel Club on matters concerned
with agility.
As with the Working Trials and Obedience Councils, recommendations from meetings are submitted to the WTOA subcommittee for consideration.
With thanks to the Kennel Club for the above article

For Sale - Afghan Macs

One green mac (no hood or “boots”) for a dog - approximate
measurements : neck to base of tail 63 cm, shoulder to ankle
measurement 77 cm.
One red mac (no hood or “boots”) for a bitch - approximate
measurements : neck to base of tail measurement 62 cm,
shoulder to ankle measurement 75 cm
Both made by Mrs Walker of Marsam Raincoats, both used
but of excellent quality and condition. £12.50 each plus
postage and packing.
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“Stuff the judge, we had a good time anyway!”

(anon)

Contact Elizabath Blomfield by email:
elizabeth.blomfield@dsl.pipex.com

MAHC Championship Show
LADY EASTWOOD PAVILION, THE SHOWGROUND, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
SUNDAY 28 MAY 2006
JUDGES: DOGS: ANN ALLAN (KABELLA): : BITCHES: DIANA GREENFIELD (PHELEZZI)
182 exhibits making 220 entries
MPD Oakley, Garrad & Coccoza’s Freecloud Copenhagen
PD Lambert and Link’s Alouann Fame and Fortune
VD Hitch’s Ch. Sparkling Soda of Zendushkas
JD Allitt’s Damosil Sakara Gold of Jascarah
YD Bunney’s Firos Torran at Zadal
MD Latimer’s Istani Your Love Is King at Zharook
ND Latimer’s Istani Your Love Is King at Zharook
UGD Kirk’s Dr Kiss Kiss by Istani
GD Noble and Wilcox’s Destiny Du Jegdalek avec Bichoux JW
PGD Hall’s Saxonmill Rocket Man
MLD Gill and Marshall’s Miamarna Motivator JW
LD O’Neill’s Amudarya Shekinah at Terstine
OD McDonald, Hindley and Martyn’s Ch Metewand Calulo at
Birkhall

MPB Dodd’s Alouann Vodka N Ice
PB Floyd’s Hubshe Izanami
VB Wyatt, West & Young’s Ch Arushkhan Thunderstorm from
Bellapais
JB Clack’s Mahadi Mascarado (Imp)
YB Andrew’s Andizhan Alexandrinah
MB Small’s Metewand Mama Bula
NB Floyd’s Hubshe Izanami
UGB Deen & Bishop’s Jahera Angel Of Mine
GB Simpson & Fitzgerald’s Freecloud Limonta
PGB Inman & Hargreave’s Khamis Dare I at Keamarola
MLB Collyer-Todd & Collyer’s Nagazumi Dolcetto Kharisar JW
LB Hall’s Saxonmill Star Struck
OB Edwards & Ohmke’s Saxonmill Grizabella

DCC & RBIS - McDonald, Martyn & Hindley’s Ch Metewand Calulo at Birkhall
RDCC - O’Neill’s Amudarya Shekinah at Terstine
BCC & BIS - Hall’s Saxonmill Star Struck
RBCC - Gosling’s Miamarna I’ll Fly For You
Best Puppy in Show - Oakley, Garrad & Coccoza’s Freecloud Copenhagen
Reserve Best Puppy - Floyd’s Hubshe Izanami
Best Veteran in Show - Hitch’s Ch. Sparkling Soda of Zendushkas
Res Best Veteran - Wyatt, West & Young’s Ch Arushkhan Thunderstorm from Bellapais
Photographs: John Bloor 01773 715054

BCC & Best In Show - Saxonmill Star Struck DCC & Reserve Best In Show - Ch Metewand Calulo at Birkhall
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MAHC Championship Show

Reserve Bitch CC: Miamarna I’ll Fly For You

Reserve Dog CC: Amudarya Shekinah at Terstine

Best Veteran In Show: Ch. Sparkling Soda of Zendushkas

Best Puppy In Show: Freecloud Copenhagen

Reserve Best Veteran: Ch Arushkhan Thunderstorm from Bellapais
Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Hubshe Izanami
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MAHC Championship Show

Best Junior Handler Kerry Howlett,
Judge Mick Griffin
& Reserve Best Junior Handler Sean Wells

Terry Thomas presents the Layla Trophy to Marita Rodgers & Wendell Moore,
won by Ch Cloudside Last Orders
Monica Booth-Thomson presents the Pooghan Trophy to Roberta Hall

Lynne Newton receives the Cynthia Pearce Memorial Trophy
from MAHC President Lynda Race on behalf of Avril & Mike Lancashire,
won by Ch Drishaun That’ll Do ‘Icely JW
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Lynda Race presents the Joan Booth Trophy to Tania Ryall,
won by Metewand Wiscasset JW ShCM

Ash

CRUFTS BOB
for the second
year running
2006 & 2007

Photo: David Paton

8 CCs • 6 RCCs
5 BOBs

Ch MIAMARNA MANDOLIN
at ASHAHNI jw
Ch Zareesh Azha jw x Saqlawi Fascination jw • Bred by: Shirley Gill & Sharon Marshall

Owned by: Cathy Harding

012 7 0 8 415 3 0
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KIRGHIZ KORINADA KATE
(Sheba)
Loved, owned and cherished by
Bernard and Irene Aspinall
Tel: 02476 687445
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Dates For Your Diary

FILM PRESENTATION
Sunday 14th October 2007
Commencing 3.00 p.m.

Risley Village Memorial Hall
Derby Road, Risley, Derby, DE72 3SS
(2 minutes from J25 of M1)

Ian and Mary Fisher - Ifmaraf
Afghans in the UK and USA

Price TBC and will include food and refreshments.
Please see Michelle for further details!
Tel: 01773 715054 / Email: sec@mahc.co.uk

KC STEWARDS’ SEMINAR
Sunday 8th July 2007
Risley Village Memorial Hall
Derby Road, Risley, Derby, DE72 3SS
Tickets: £12.50 each

To include: food and refreshments
KC Guide for Judges and Stewards
KC Certificate of Attendance

KC Accredited Trainer: Peter Bakewell
Morning
10.30 a.m.
11.00 a.m.
11.15 a.m.
11.30 a.m.
12.00 a.m.
12.15 a.m.
12.45 p.m.

Programme:
(Times may vary)
Arrival and Refreshments
Introduction by Peter Bakewell
1st Small Group Session
Feedback
2nd Small Group Session
Feedback
Lunch Break – Cold buffet

Afternoon
1.30 p.m.
1.45 p.m.
2.15 p.m.
2.30 p.m.
3.00 p.m.
3.15 p.m.
4.00 p.m.
4.30 p.m.

3rd Small Group Session
Feedback
4th Small Group session
Feedback
Refreshment Break
Show Scenario
Question Time
Seminar Closes

Those who have attended our Seminars before will know that places are booked quickly, so please reserve your ticket early!
All enquiries and bookings to the Secretary:
Michelle Bloor
Bay Tree Cottage, 26, Beauvale, Newthorpe. Nottingham. NG16 2EY
Tel: 01773 715054 email: sec@mahc.co.uk
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If you would like to gain experience of stewarding at future MAHC shows, we would be delighted to hear from you!

freecloud
bellaggio
freecloud bellaggio




RCC

Owned and loved by Joanne & Andrew Kidd
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DNA Testing For Inherited Disease
Inherited diseases are placing increased demands on dog breeders
Greater and greater demands are being placed on responsible dog
breeders in their selection of mating pairs to produce future litters.
First and foremost they are trying to produce litters of puppies that
will grow into adults that display the correct breed type, characteristics and, importantly, good, sound temperaments. However, they are
also endeavouring to produce puppies that will live long, healthy lives,
and this, depending on the breed, could involve putting all potential
breeding stock through a number of health screening programmes
for diseases that are known to affect that breed.
An estimated two-thirds of inherited diseases in dogs are
recessive
Many of these breed-specific conditions are inherited. We now
recognise in excess of 400 conditions in the dog that are either known
to be inherited, or where inheritance plays a part in the expression
of the condition. About two-thirds of these result from a recessive
defect in just one of the 30,000 or so genes that are required to specify
a dog, so-called single-gene disorders. A dog that is affected by one of
these recessive conditions will have two copies of the defective gene,
one copy inherited from its dam and the other copy inherited from
its sire; two copies of the defective gene means that the dog is both
genetically and clinically affected. A dog that has one defective copy
of this gene and one normal copy is classed as a carrier. Importantly,
carriers of these recessive conditions are clinically normal, but they
will pass the recessive gene copy onto approximately half of their
offspring, if bred from. The final category will be a dog that has
two normal copies of this gene; such a dog is both genetically and
clinically clear of the condition in question.
Rapid progress in science means that at least 50 disease causing
mutations have been pinpointed in dogs
The last decade has seen remarkable progress into our understanding
of the structure of canine genes and consequently, it is becoming
easier to identify the defective genes that are at the root of inherited
disease in the dog. At the time of writing, the research community
has identified around 50 different genes that are involved in inherited
diseases affecting around 70 different breeds of dog; some breeds
suffer from the same inherited disease. The nature of scientific
progress is such that we will almost certainly understand the genetic
cause of the vast majority of single-gene disorders during the next 5
or so years.
This means that many DNA tests have been developed
Knowing the genetic cause of a single-gene inherited disease usually
means that a simple DNA test can be developed to assess the genetic
make-up of an individual dog with respect to the disease for which
the DNA test has been developed. All that is needed is a small
amount of DNA from a dog, usually extracted from a simple mouth
swab or blood sample, which can be tested by a specialist laboratory.
The result will tell the owner whether the dog is normal (two normal
copies of the gene), a carrier (one normal copy and one defective copy
of the gene) or affected (two defective copies of the gene).
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Some diseases are more urgent to eradicate than others
If breeders DNA test their breeding stock before they are mated
then it will give them far greater confidence that their parental
choices will not produce puppies affected by the inherited disease.
Such information will be invaluable. If a dog comes back normal,
then the breeder need not worry about using the dog in a breeding
programme. Knowing that a dog is a carrier is also invaluable
information. If a breeder knows that the dog is a carrier, then he/she
will know not to mate it to either an untested dog or another carrier,
because the chances of producing an affected puppy will be too high.
For example, if two carriers of the same defective gene are mated,
each of their puppies will have a 1 in 4 chance of inheriting two
copies of the defective gene and being clinically affected. However, if

the breeder mates a proven carrier to a DNA-tested normal dog, then
none of the progeny will be clinically affected. The puppies will be
either normal or carriers, and DNA testing each of the puppies can
sort these out. Likewise, an affected dog can be mated to a DNAtested normal dog with the knowledge that none of the puppies will
be clinically affected; they will all be clinically normal carriers.
The Kennel Club’s role – working with breeds
The Kennel Club’s approach to such DNA testing technology is to
establish an Official DNA Testing Scheme, usually in collaboration
with a breed club or council and the testing laboratory. Under such
schemes, the owner agrees at the time of application that the DNA
result for the tested dog will be passed directly to the Kennel Club,
where the result will be added to the dog’s data on the Kennel Club’s
registration database. This addition triggers a number of different
forms of publication:
•
•
•

A single publication in the next available Breed Records
Supplement (BRS)
Addition to the information present on any new registration
certificate issued for the dog
Addition to the information given on the registration certificates
of any of the dog’s future progeny

Lists of DNA-tested dogs and their DNA test result can also be
maintained and regularly updated on the Kennel Club web site.
A breeder’s guide to the use of currently available DNA tests
To maximise the positive impact of DNA testing on their breeding,
breeders should:
1.

Ensure that all dogs are DNA tested before they are mated.

.

If your dog comes back as normal then you have maximum
flexibility in choosing a mate. It can be mated to any dog either
DNA tested or not with the sure knowledge that none of the
puppies will be clinically affected. If two DNA-tested normal
dogs are mated together then all of the progeny will be both
clinically and genetically normal.

3.

If your dog turns out to be a carrier then do not mate it to an
untested dog, another carrier or an affected dog. However, if you
mate a carrier to a normal dog then none of the puppies will be
clinically affected; they will be either a normal or a carrier dog
and DNA testing individual puppies will reveal their genetic
status.

4.

If your dog is affected then only mate it to a DNA tested
normal dog. All of the puppies will be clinically normal carriers,
so there will be no need to DNA test them. If one of these
first generation puppies is subsequently used for breeding then
follow the advice in (3) above.

5.

The bottom line is that if any of the parents of a litter is DNAtested normal for a single-gene disorder then none of the
puppies will be clinically affected.

6.

Never use the result of a DNA test as the sole selective criterion.
DNA test results should form part of a breeder’s consideration.
So, if you have a carrier, do not select a mate simply because it is
DNA-tested normal; try to choose a mate that you would have
chosen anyway, but that is also DNA-tested normal.

Following the above protocol will eventually result in the eradication
of many diseases which have affected dogs over the generations and
result in normal happy puppies – the aim of both the Kennel Club
and all responsible breeders.
With thanks to the Kennel Club for the above article

MAHC Open Show
SANDIACRE FRIESLAND SPORTS CENTRE, SANDIACRE, DERBYSHIRE
SUNDAY 17 SEPTEMBER 2006
JUDGE: EIRY JONES (GINTONIC)
84 exhibits + 4 NFC making 114 entries
VD Woodward’s Sashkan The Wizz Kid
MPD Bastow’s Cloudside War Lord at Karandikar
PD De Haviland’s Alouann Leather ‘N Lace with Purplequeen
JD Ferguson & Watson’s Birkhall Enigma
MD Owen’s Hakmet Golden Pharaoh
ND Ferguson & Watson’s Birkhall Enigma
YD Meakes & Morris’ Andizhan Arael at Cadmore JW
UGD Keates’ Jodak The Court Jester
GD Meakes & Morris’ Andizhan Arael at Cadmore JW
PGD Stenhouse, Bettridge & De-Meijer’s Thuja All In The Game
JW (imp)
LD Kitchen’s Lissue Carreras JW
OD Woodward’s Saxonmill Jellicle Jack

VB Hope’s Aberkal Token Of Love at Sarakavahn
MPB Hughes’ Gezancol Dolly Day Dream
PB Day’s Khorinyas Galena
JB Kirk & Mort’s Hakmet Band Of Gold
MB Link’s Alouann Hot ‘N Spicy at Orashan
NB Link’s Alouann Hot ‘N Spicy at Orashan
YB Kirk & Mort’s Hakmet Band Of Gold
UGB Day’s Khorinyas Galena
GB Noble & Wilcox’s Bichoux Only Me
PGB Bastow’s Saxonmill Star Attraction at Karandikar
LB Day’s Khamis Shes Khorinyas JW
OB Weston’s Khamis With Attitude at Sanstas JW

Best Bitch & Best in Show - Khamis With Attitude at Sanstas JW
Best Dog & Reserve Best in Show - Saxonmill Jellicle Jack
Best Opposite Sex in Show - Saxonmill Jellicle Jack
Reserve Best Dog - Thuja All In The Game JW (imp)
Reserve Best Bitch – Khamis Shes Khorinyas JW
Best Puppy in Show – Khorinyas Galena
Best Opposite Sex Puppy - Alouann Leather ‘N Lace with Purplequeen
Best Veteran in Show – Sashkan The Wizz Kid
Photographs by John Bloor (Tel: 01773 715054)

Best In Show: Khamis With Attitude at Sanstas JW (Photo: Stuart Weston)
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Judges for Championship Shows 2007
Manchester Saturday 20 January
Dogs & Christabel Holmes
Bitches

Hound Association Saturday 4 August
Dogs Gloria North
Bitches Mary Fisher

East of England Afghan Club Saturday 24 February
Dogs Hazel Arris
Bitches Ann Allen

Bournemouth Monday 13 August
Dogs & Vikki Cook
Bitches

Crufts Saturday 10 March
Dogs Dee Waterman
Bitches Pat Latimer
Hound Association of Scotland Saturday 14 April
Dogs & Marita Rodgers
Bitches
W.E.L.K.S. Sunday 29 April
Dogs & Brenda Kennedy
Bitches
Birmingham National Saturday 12 May
Dogs & Muriel Boydell
Bitches
S.K.C. Sunday 20 May
Dogs & Gael Morison (South Africa)
Bitches
MAHC Sunday 27 May
Dogs Tony Cleak
Bitches Mick Griffin
Bath Monday 28 May
Dogs & Claire Millward
Bitches
Southern Counties Saturday 2 June
Dogs & Wendell Moore
Bitches
Three Counties Thursday 14 June
Dogs & Dudley Chadwick
Bitches
Border Union Saturday 16 June
Dogs & Claire Hindley
Bitches
Blackpool Saturday 23 June
Dogs & Ellis Hulme
Bitches
Windsor Sunday 1 July
Dogs & Cheryl Johnson
Bitches
South Wales Friday 6 July
Dogs & Shirley Gill
Bitches
Paignton Thursday 12 July
Dogs & Lynne Newton
Bitches
East of England Tuesday 17 July
Dogs & Monica Fairburn
Bitches
Afghan Hound Association Saturday 21 July
56 Dogs Alan Busby
Bitches John Astle

Welsh Kennel Club Friday 17 August
Dogs & Jackie Scott
Bitches
S.K.C. Sunday 26 August
Dogs & Wilfriede Schwerm-Hahne (Germany)
Bitches
City of Birmingham Friday 31 August
Dogs & Mike Gadsby
Bitches
Y.A.H.S. Sunday 2 September
Dogs Peter Wright
Bitches Hazel Arris
Richmond Sunday 9 September
Dogs & Graham Hill
Bitches
Driffield Thursday 20 September
Dogs & Jill Cross
Bitches
Belfast Saturday 29 September
Dogs & Lyn Prior Hewson
Bitches
AHS of Northern Ireland Sunday 30 September
Dogs & Cathy Fairbrother
Bitches
AHC of Scotland Saturday 6 October
Dogs Avril Lancashire
Bitches Monica Booth-Thomson
N.E.A.H.S. Sunday 21 October
Dogs Marie Morrison
Bitches Shirley Carr
Afghan Hound Club of Wales Saturday 3 November
Dogs Clive Winters
Bitches Jenny Dove
B.A.H.C. Sunday 18 November
Dogs Karen Rice
Bitches Wendy Sawyer
W.A.H.C. Sunday 25 November
Dogs Mike Lancashire
Bitches Sam Forrest
Southern Afghan Club Sunday 2 December
Dogs Wendy Sawyer
Bitches Yvonne Odell
L.K.A. Saturday 8 December
Dogs & Sandra Ellis
Bitches

MAHC Open Show

Best Dog & Reserve Best in Show - Saxonmill Jellicle Jack

Reserve Best Dog - Thuja All In The Game JW (imp)

Reserve Best Puppy In Show:
Alouann Leather ‘N Lace with Purplequeen

Best Puppy In Show: Khorinyas Galena

Best Junior Handler: Bethanee Elliott, Judge: John Bloor,
Reserve Best Junior Handler: Grace Sanderson (Photo Ian Ager)

Reserve Best Bitch – Khamis Shes Khorinyas JW

Best Veteran in Show – Sashkan The Wizz Kid
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Bred & owned by Jo Smith • Zhaqqari • 01453 511074
In partnership with Nigel Phillips & James Adamson • Peterwell
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d"$'$/4'...!*-
d!"#)*0) .
4HESE PHOTOS WERE TAKEN IN (ELSINKI
&INLAND AT THE !FGHAN (OUND AGILITY
TRAINING SESSIONS ,ESSONS ARE HELD
EVERY WEEK AT A FENCED OUTDOOR
ARENA IN SUMMER AND THEY MOVE TO
A HEATED INDOOR DOG TRAINING SCHOOL
IN WINTER WHEN SUB ZERO TEMPERA
TURES MAKE TRAINING OUTSIDE IMPOS
SIBLE
4HERE ARE TWO CLASSES BEGINNERS AND
ADVANCED4HE INSTRUCTORS THEM
SELVES ARE ALL !FGHAN OWNERS AND
THEREFORE HAVE LIMITLESS PATIENCE FOR
THE !FGHANS INTERPRETATION OF WHAT
DOG AGILITY STANDS FOR
"OTH TIMES THAT ) HAD A CHANCE TO
ATTEND lRST JOINING IN WITH $OUSH
MAN IN *ANUARY  AND THEN AS
SPECTATORS WITH 3USAN LATER IN *UNE
THE ATMOSPHERE WAS VERY RELAXED
INFORMAL AND EVERYONE WAS HAVING A
GOOD TIME

&ELICIA COMING OFF THE ! FRAME EVERY !FGHANS
FAVOURITE OBSTACLE

+IRSI IN ONE OF THE THREE INSTRUCTORS AT THE CLUB AND
COMES FROM A SIGHT HOUND FAMILY HER MOTHER IS A
SUCCESSFUL BREEDER OF +IRMAN !FGHANS AND 3ALUKIS
+IRSI HAS TRAINED AND COMPETED WITH HER !FGHANS IN
OBEDIENCE AND AGILITY SINCE S (ERE SHE USES
CLICKER TRAINING IN TEACHING THE WEAVES

7ALTER AND 4UULI WARMING UP WITH LEG WEAVES 7ALTER
IS A VETERAN BUT STILL LIKES TO JOIN IN THE FUN OF AGILITY

) WAS AMAZED TO SEE THE DOGS
PROGRESS IN JUST  MONTHS SEVERAL
ARE NOW COMPETING AT OFlCIAL AGILITY
SHOWS 4HIS !UGUST FOR THE lRST TIME
EVER IN &INLAND !FGHANS WERE
REPRESENTED AT AN INTER BREED
SUMMER AGILITY RALLY AND WITH NOT
ONE BUT TWO TEAMS 5NFORTUNATELY
NEITHER OF THE TEAMS WAS PLACED BUT
) HEAR THE CLUB MEMBERS ARE VERY
DETERMINED TO MAKE A MEMORABLE
COME BACK NEXT SUMMER 
(OPE YOU ENJOY THE PHOTOS AS MUCH
AS ) ENJOYED TAKING THEM
-ASHA 3HAVERNEVA
MASHA MASHAPHOTOCOM

"EGINNERS CLASS A WELL TRAINED OWNER DOING THE TUNNEL
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*OOSE BEING A TYPICAL !FGHAN YOU HAVE TO ASK
NICELY 7EAVES *OOSE PLEEAASE

!S ONE OF THE TOP STUDENTS WEAVES ARE NO
PROBLEM FOR *OOSE 

 WHO DOES THEM WITH GREAT SPEED AND STYLE

3HERRY QUICKLY GOT THE CONNECTION BETWEEN
GOING THROUGH THE TUNNEL AND GETTING THE
CHEESE 

3UZI IS NOT CONVINCED ABOUT THE TYRE EVEN IF THE
REWARD IS A BAG OF CHEESE

 BUT HAD TO CONTINUE TRAINING ON LEAD AFTER GETTING OVER EXCITED
AND DOING A @MAD RUN FOR  MINUTES

4WO WAYS TO APPROACH THE ! FRAME
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Fun Page
Crossword
1

2

3

4

5

Clues Across
1. Bi-annual ‘fun’ competition (6/4)
7. From here _ _ eternity? (2)
8. You can smell trouble when these glands are
blocked? (4)
9. In short, the Big Apple? (1/1)
10. Presentation is just one part of showing? (7)
12. Can denote origins of birth? (6)
14. You have to revise to pass these? (5)
16. Canine determination? (6)
19. Not applicable? (1/1)
20. Just a _ _ ? (2)
23. Dogs for the showring must be this? (10)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

Clues Down
1. KC blueprint? (8)
2. Small equine? (4)
3. Tick over? (4)
4. Sign of official approval by Kennel Club? (8)
5. Numbers as easy as x, y, z? (7)
6. Breeders hope to produce healthy ones? (7)
11. Our ‘Bosses’, in short? (1/1)
13. Never pleasant to have on your face? (3)
15. My oh _ _ ? (2)
17. Half of a pair? (3)
18. Meant to make you laugh? (3)
20. I, myself? (2)
21. The alternative? (2)
22. Class for learners...in short? (2)

17

15

18

19

20

21

22

23

With thanks to Cathy Harding for the puzzles on this page.
A MYSTERY PRIZE will be awarded to the first correct
entries for both the Crossword and the Anagrams.
Answers to Cathy by either snail mail or by email (see
Directory at back for details).
GOOD LUCK AND ENJOY!

Affix Anagrams

No prize for this one, it’s just for fun - across, backwards or diagonal
D
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S

O
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I

O
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G

U

B

E

B

Y

O

H

A

N

R

A

C

S
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O

R

L

G

N

I

W

O

H

S

S
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I

N

E

G

A

O

E

E

E

S

Y

A

D

I

L

O

H

G

D

P

DAME ASLEEP

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ART ON KNEES

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NOISY HAM

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DASH A ASH

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

P

I

H

E

N

E

M

S

G

I

O

INTEREST

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A

A

P

P

E

T

I

T

E

F

L

IN A HASH

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

N

A

T

S

I

N

A

H

G

F

A

NEAR Z

_ _ _ _ _

NOKO II

_ _ _ _ _ _

The first letter of each answer, if read downwards, will spell
out another well known affix.
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Word Box

Congratulations to last year’s competition winner, Janet Knowles.

Dentition
Crouched
Showring
Lope
Triangle
Scar
Bag
Afghan
Hound
Showing
Aim

Holidays
Draw
Hairy
Rot
Rig
Afghanistan
Appetite
Sin
Hip
Can
Span

Steward
Spine
Bug
Dew
Sped
Prop
Cool
Air
Train
Wring
See

Grain
Angle
Wing
Boa
Awe
Days
Tap
Ape
Nay
Into

MAHC Open Show
WEST PARK LEISURE CENTRE, LONG EATON, DERBYSHIRE
SUNDAY 18 MARCH 2007
JUDGES: DOGS - LINDSAY COLLINGWOOD (KHARIJITI): : BITCHES - DEE MILLIGAN-BOTT (THENDARA)
76 exhibits making 93 entries
VD Thompson & Twentyman’s Bondor Back With A Vengeance
ShCM
MPD Moore’s Cloudside Match Black
PD Bettany & Daly’s Wilbus Morpheus
JD Moore’s Cloudside Warpaint
YD Latimer’s Istani Your Love Is King at Zharook JW
MD Keates’ Saxonmill Raeus
ND Lambert & Link’s Alouann Fame N Fortune
UGD King’s Serra Parecis I’m Alright Jack at Belamba
GD Clewley’s What’s It All About Alfie At Lingarzi
PGD Bunney’s Firos Toran at Zadal JW
LD Kidd’s Freecloud Bellagio
OD Aspinall’s Tulak The Fugitive

VB Ryall’s Valkor A Kinda Magic at Ritzina
MPB Stainsby’s Cloudside Match Maid
PB Lancashire’s Drishaun I’ll Tell You No Lies
JB Hughes’ Gezancol Dolly Day Dream
YB Newton’s Drishaun Daisymae at Shimalma JW
MB Hughes’ Gezancol Dolly Day Dream
NB Hughes’ Gezancol Dolly Day Dream
UGB Hughes’ Gezancol Dolly Day Dream
GB Noble & Wilcox’s Bichoux Only Me JW
PGB Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset JW ShCM
LB Thompson & Twentyman’s Drishaun Djemima at Gothika
OB Bastow’s Gilari That’s Amazing at Karandikar

Best In Show - Tulak The Fugitive
Best Dog & Best in Show - Tulak The Fugitive
Best Bitch & Reserve Best in Show - Drishaun Daisymae at Shimalma JW
Best Opposite Sex in Show - Drishaun Daisymae at Shimalma JW
Reserve Best Dog - Cloudside Warpaint
Reserve Best Bitch - Gilari That’s Amazing at Karandikar
Best Puppy in Show - Wilbus Morpheus
Best Opposite Sex Puppy - Drishaun I’ll Tell You No Lies
Best Veteran in Show - Bondor Back With A Vengeance ShCM
Photographs by John Bloor 01773 715054

Best In Show: Tulak The Fugitive Reserve Best In Show: Drishaun Daisymae at Shimalma JW
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MAHC Open Show
I joined this Club as a member some 32 years ago and have now
judged 4 Open Shows for the Midland during this period, this being
my last.
I have had the pleasure of judging many beautiful hounds and today
was no exception. My final line up was of a high standard. I will not
comment on each dog as you will most likely have read my critique
by now. However, I am sure Bondor Back with A Vengeance, Best
Veteran in Show,
will continue his
winning ways.
He is a lovely
type from a
kennel that was
very prominent
in my early days.
Interestingly,
Minor Puppy
Reserve Best Dog: Cloudside Warpaint
and Puppy saw litter brothers taking 1,2 & 3 in their respective classes. Wilbus
Morpheus, Best Puppy in Show and Wilbus Midas, two impressive youngsters
who will change places many times. My Junior dog, Cloudside War Paint,
Reserve Best Dog, is an eye catching brindle from the top drawer. In Post
Graduate, Firos Torran at Zadal, a red of lovely type and character, must have
Best Puppy In Show: Wilbus Morpheus
a promising future. The Open class with Tulak the Fugitive, Best in Show,
a handsome red of classic type and Destiny Du Jegdalek Avec Bichoux, differing in type and style, but equally with so many
excellent qualities. They will surely gain their crowns in the near future
Finally, this was a very well run show with a happy atmosphere, where Michael and I were made most welcome.
I wish the Midland continued success.
Lindsay Collingwood (Dog Judge)

Reserve Best Bitch:
Gilari That’s Amazing
at Karandikar

Best Puppy Bitch: Drishaun I’ll Tell You No Lies
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L-R: Best Junior Handler Lucy Trethowan, Judge Tina Cullen,
Reserve Best Junior Handler Phillippa Latham-Jackson

Best Veteran in Show: Bondor Back With A Vengeance ShCM
Reserve Best Veteran In Show: Valkor A Kinda Magic at Ritzina

Directory of Breeders and Exhibitors
JHANSI

ADAMS, MRS S.A. & & MR W. ADAMS, 6 THE PARK, KEYSTON, HUNTINGDON,
CAMBRIDGESHIRE, PE28 0RD. Tel: 01832 710604 email: jhansi2@gmail.com

KAZDANABAD

APPLEBY, MS L. & MR J. MINCHIN, 101 DONNYCARNEY ROAD, DUBLIN 9, REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND. Tel: 00 3531 6577514 email: lynappleby@eircom.net

KINDJARA

BARNETT, MR P., KINDJARA, 24 OREGON WAY, CHADDESDEN, DERBY, DE21 6UJ.
Tel: 01332 675340 email: peter.barnett2@homecall.co.uk

KARANDIKAR

BASTOW, MRS W. & MR G. BASTOW, LOW FARM, CAMELA LANE, BARLOW, N. YORKS, YO8 8HA.
Tel: 01757 611049
BAUCUTT, MRS B. & MR L. BAUCUTT, LINRIC, BARDNEY ROAD, WRAGBY, MARKET RASEN,
LINCOLNSHIRE, LN8 5QZ. Tel: 01673 857535
BEANLAND, MRS J. & MRS C. PARSELL, ‘TAW’ CANFIELD DRIVE, TAKELEY, BISHOPS
STORTFORD, HERTS, CM22 6SZ. Tel: 01279 870809

PASHTARI
SACHEVERELL

BLOOR, MR J. & MRS M. BLOOR, BAY TREE COTTAGE, 26 BEAUVALE, NEWTHORPE,
NOTTINGHAM, NG16 2EY. Tel: 01773 715054 email john@pashtari.co.uk or michelle@pashtari.co.uk

BOOTH-THOMSON, MRS M., THE BEECHES, 152 MAIN ROAD, SMALLEY GREEN, DERBYSHIRE,
DE7 6DT. Tel: 01332 882807 email: monica.allan@virgin.net

WILBUS

BUSBY, MR A. & MRS L. BUSBY, UPLANDS, ALKHAM ROAD, BUSHY RUFF, TEMPLE EWELL,
KENT, CT16 3EE. Tel: 01304 827765 email lesleybusby@mac.com

NYANZA

CHARLTON, MR A. & MRS S. CHARLTON, 39 BROOKLAND TERRACE, NEW YORK, NORTH
SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, , NE29 8DS. Tel: 0191 257 7652 email: susan@nyanza.fsbusiness.co.uk

TRUGANINI

DUGDALE, MRS D. & MISS K. DUGDALE, BLAKELEY FARM KENNELS, BLAKELEY LANE,
DILHORNE, STOKE-ON-TRENT, STAFFS, ST10 2PT. Tel: 01782 551515

MOGELL

ELLIS, MRS S & MR M ELLIS, “MOGELL”, 36 PATRICIA DRIVE, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX, RM11 3RU.
Tel: 01708 508099 mogellafgans@home362000.fsnet.co.uk

SOLOLIA

FERGUSON, MRS S. & MRS L. WATSON, ROSEDENE, 20 THORPE ROAD, HOWDEN, YORK,
DN14 7AZ. Tel: 07742 553626
GARRETT, MRS C., 15 GATEFIELD ROAD, LONDONDERRY FARM, BIDEFORD, DEVON, EX39 3QX.
Tel: 01237 474270

SHAZELL

GILES, MR G., 7 STANHOPE HOUSE, LICHFIELD STREET, TAMWORTH, STAFFORDSHIRE,
B79 7BN. Tel: 01827 311290 email: giles690@aol.com

TALIKHAN

GREEN, MRS J. & MR T. GREEN, NORTH COURT COTTAGE, OLD MONMOUTH ROAD,
WHITCHURCH, NR ROSS-ON-WYE, HEREFORDSHIRE, HR9 6DJ. Tel: 01600 890297

LAZAKHAN

GRIFFIN, MR M. & MRS J. GRIFFIN, 19 FENLAND WAY, WALTON, CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE,
S40 3RH. Tel: 01246 557559
HALL, MRS K. & MR A.R. HALL, 4 FARM WALK, BISHOPS TACHBROOK, LEAMINGTON SPA,
WARWICKSHIRE, CV33 9QR. Tel: 01926 312828

ASHAHNI

HARDING, MRS C.E., “OAK COTTAGE”, LONDON ROAD, WALGHERTON, NANTWICH,
CHESHIRE, CW5 7LA. Tel: 01270 841530 email: hardingcathy@yahoo.co.uk

TAMARNA

HAWES, MR D., 19 ROCHFORD AVENUE, LOUGHTON, ESSEX, 1G10 2BS. Tel: 020 8502 5753
email: tamarna@cwctv.net

JOGINDER/
NORMARAND

HENRY, MR B. & MRS B. HENRY, JOGINDER COTTAGE, COWM STREET, SHAWFORTH,
ROCHDALE, LANCASHIRE, OL12 8EQ. Tel: 01706 853892 email: barbara.henry@btinternet.com

GINTONIC

JONES, MISS E., JUST US, 6 ROMWOOD CLOSE, KINSLEY, PONTEFRACT, YORKSHIRE, WF9 5LX.
Tel: 01977 625323

PAHLEVI

JONES, MRS A. & MISS L. TRETHOWAN, 12 RADNOR RISE, HEDNESFORD, CANNOCK, STAFFS,
WS13 1LQ. Tel: 01543 425013 email: annette@jones1598.freeserve.co.uk

BELAMBA

KING, MRS M. & MR R. KING, BELAMBA, 53 DACOMBE DRIVE, UPTON, POOLE, DORSET,
BH16 5JJ. Tel: 01202 620925 email: marcelle@belamba.co.uk

MONGKUT

LANE, MRS E. & MISS W. LANE, KIMBERLEY, CEMETERY ROAD, NORTH SOMERCOTES,
LOUTH, LINCOLNSHIRE, LN11 7NR. Tel: 01507 358162 email: wendy.lane@tesco.net

ZHAROOK

LATIMER, MRS P. & MR R. LATIMER, BLEAK HOUSE, LANE ENDS, BROWN EDGE, NORTH
STAFFS., ST6 8RA. Tel: 01782 504019 email: Zharook@btopenworld.com

SHURMA

MATTHEWS, MRS J., 121 CHELLASTON ROAD, ALLENTON, DERBY, DE24 9AF. Tel: 01332 701118
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TULAK

McCORMACK, MRS V. & MR M. CUMMINGS, VALHALLA, CLIMPY, FORTH, LANARK, ML11 8EN.
Tel: 01555 811787 email: Val_Tulak@btopenworld.com

DARGAI

McPHILLIPS, MR B. & & MRS J. McPHILLIPS, 133 CLEMENT RISE, DEDRIDGE, LIVINGSTON,
EH54 6LP. Tel: 01506 413370

ELANGENI

MOTTERSHAW, MRS P. & & MR S. MOTTERSHAW, LA VIEILLE GUILLEAUMERIE, ST SAVIOUR,
JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS, JE2 7HQ. Tel: 01534 862187 email: elangeni@jerseymail.co.uk

SHIMALMA

NEWTON, MRS L. & MR T. NEWTON, “SHIMALMA”, 72 NETHERMOOR ROAD, NEW TUPTON,
CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE, S42 6EN. Tel: 01246 861409 email: lynne@shimalma.fsnet.co.uk

NIEMAR

NIEDZWIEDZ, MISS M., 10 MERTON AVENUE, NORTHOLT, MIDDLESEX, UB5 4QF.
Tel: 0208 422 7756 email: southern.afghans@virgin.net

HAKMET

OWEN, MS C., 2 HOWARD ROAD, SALTNEY, NR CHESTER, FLINTSHIRE, CH4 8UF.
Tel: 01244 681028
PATON, MR D.S., TEMPLE BARN, STOURTON, SHIPSTON-ON-STOUR, WARWICKSHIRE,
CV36 5HG. Tel: 01608 685110 email: davids.paton@virgin.net

KASKARAK

RACE, MRS L. & MR J. RACE, DENE HOLME, DALTON MAGNA, ROTHERHAM, SOUTH
YORKSHIRE, S65 3ST. Tel: 01709 850360 email: LyndaRace@aol.com

HUBBLEBUB

ROBERTSON, MR S. & MR S. RICHARDSON, HUBBLEBUB LODGE, THE MOORINGS, BLAIR
ATHOLL, PERTHSHIRE, PH18 5TE. Tel: 01796 481714 email: afghanhounders@hotmail.co.uk

RITZINA

RYALL, MRS T. & MR M. RYALL, ROSEBANK, STAR PROVOST, GILLINGHAM, DORSET, SP8 5SB.
Tel: 01747 839999 email: ritzina@aol.com

DAVNESS

SMALL, MRS V.A., 7 THE ORCHARD, CROSS LANES, PILL, BRISTOL, BS20 0HZ. Tel: 01275 372890

TAYGHARN

TAYLOR, MR J. & MRS B. TAYLOR, 204 HOOK LANE, WELLING, KENT, DA16 2NY. Tel: 0208 303 8893
email: taygharn1@aol.com

KHUSHINDU

TAYLOR, MRS A., 14 STONOR, HENLEY ON THAMES, OXON, RG9 6HB. Tel: 01491 638026

RENZA

THOMAS, MR T., FOXHOLLOW, CLEEVE ROAD, MIDDLE LITTLETON, NR EVESHAM,
WORCESTERSHIRE, WR11 8JT. Tel: 01386 834191

KRASHAON

WEST, MRS V., 22 CEDAR COURT ROAD, TORQUAY, SOUTH DEVON, TQ1 3HH. Tel: 01803 327505

PLAYFERE

WILSON, MR M. & MRS J. WILSON, 53 LARCH WAY, BROCKWELL, CHESTERFIELD,
DERBYSHIRE, S40 4EU. Tel: 01246 234264 email: michael@michaeljwilson.plus.com

KHELIN

WORTHY, MRS L., 48 SECOND AVENUE, COPSEWOOD, COVENTRY, CV3 1HQ. Tel: 02476 457954
email: khelin.borzoi@btinternet.com

MAHC Show Dates & Judges For 2008
Open Show & AGM - Sunday 16th March 2008
West Park Leisure Centre, Long Eaton, Derbyshire
Dogs: Brian McPhillips (Dargai) Bitches: Shirley Adams ( Jhansi)
Championship Show - Sunday 25th May 2008
The Lady Eastwood Pavilion, Newark Showground, Newark, Notts.
Dogs: Terry Wilcox (Australia) Bitches: Goran Bodegard (Sweden)
Open Show - Sunday 14th September 2008
Tomlinson’s Boarding Kennels, Markfield, Leicestershire.
Dogs: Derek Keates (Hadassah) Bitches: Maggie Morton (Shenshah)
Show Secretary, Pete Barnett
Tel: 01332 675340 email: peter.barnett2@homecall.co.uk
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